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PREFACE (2015)
Everett Waters, Inge Bretherton, and Brian E. Vaughn

A preface genera lly recounts how the idea for a book evolved or how a project
developed to the point of requiring a book-length presentat ion. The story
behind Patterns of Attachment is except iona lly well-documented (e.g., Ainsworth
& Bowlby, 1991; Bretherton, 2013, 1991; Karen, 1998; van Dijken, van der
Veer, van IJzendoorn, & Kuipers, 1998). Nonetheless, it is worth retelling for
new readers.
This preface is written with several important goals in mind. The first is to
emphasize that Patterns of Attachment remains a core resource in attachment
study and deserves a close reading. The second is to make the book, and the
foundat ions of developmental attachment theory, more accessible by clarif ying
and updating points of theory and method that have been the seeds of
misunderstandings, and at times, controversy. In addit ion, we have added new
append ices that include the full text of the measures for secure base behav ior
at home and the four maternal sensitivity constructs used in the Baltimore
longitudinal study. For economy, these important measures were only
presented in outline in the original printing and in subsequent journal articles.
However, after circulating for decades as mimeog raphed artifacts from Mary
Ainsworth’s laboratory, it is high time they appear in full and in their
appropriate context.

A Modern Classic
It is rarely clear from the outset that a scientific study will become a landm ark.
Moreover, it is never clear exactly where its greatest impact will fall. Patterns of
Attachment appeared at a critical moment in the development of attachment
study. Only the first volumes of Attachment and Loss (Bowlby, 1969, 1973) had
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appeared and, as theoretical works, it natura lly made more predict ions and
raised more quest ions than they answered. Bowlby’s etholog ical approach
seemed an advance over psychoanalytic and learning theory approaches to
infant–mother relat ionships. Moreover, his emphasis on ethology, cognit ion,
and control systems suggested deploying new strategies and tools. But would it
work? Would difficult issues in social and emotional development yield to this
new approach? Would it help resolve seemingly intractable issues regarding the
importance of early experience? Patterns of Attachment was clearly reporting the
kinds of progress necessary to bring attachment study to center stage. But
would it attract enough new students to pursue all its implicat ions for theory
and pract ice?
More than three decades on, Patterns of Attachment has brought us a long way
toward achieving these goals and has enriched developmental psychology and
related fields beyond what Mary Ainsworth and her students could have
imagined. In a sense, the Baltimore project was a logical extension of the Infancy
in Uganda project (Ainsworth, 1967). It retained and built upon the observa
tional descriptive methodology of the Uganda study. However, the observa
tions were organized around a more formal schedu le and research design that
supported stronger tests of key attachment theory hypotheses. It was also an
opport unity to consolidate insights from the Uganda observat ions into a more
focused and forma lized set of tools for quant if ying maternal and infant beha
vior. Access to laboratory facilities also made it possible to coordinate the
natura listic observat ions with semi-struct ured laboratory observat ions in what
became the Strange Situation Procedure (SSP). In turn, the SSP provided a
window on facets of infant attachment behav ior that were less salient in natur
alistic settings.
The Baltimore project did much to validate and insure the good health of
John Bowlby’s attachment theory. It also opened the door to translat ional
research that has helped establish infant psychiatry as a distinct discipline
and served as a template for early intervent ion strategies. What is critical
now is that Patterns of Attachment remain available for students and young
researchers. This is assured by its inclusion in the Psychology Press Classic
Editions series.

Patterns of Attachment
Patterns of Attachment reports the methods and key results of Mary Ainsworth’s
landmark Baltimore longitudinal study, in which she and her students observed
infant–mother interact ion and attachment behav ior throughout the first year of
life. Following upon her natura listic home observat ions in Uganda, the
Baltimore project yielded a wealth of enduring, benchm ark results on the
nature of the child’s tie to its primary careg iver and the importance of early
experience. It also addressed a wide range of concept ual and methodolog ical
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issues common to many developmental and longitudinal projects, especially
issues of age appropriate assessment, quant if ying behav ior, and comprehending
indiv idual differences. In addit ion, Ainsworth and her students broke new
ground, clarif ying and defining new concepts, demonstrating the value of the
etholog ical methods and insights about behav ior, and deploying plain hard
work to surmount obstacles to good measurement.
As in Infancy in Uganda, Ainsworth showed an except ional “eye” for maternal
and infant behav ior and for the way meaning is condit ioned by timing and
context (Bretherton, 2003). Indeed, her concept ua lizat ion and lengthy natur
alistic observat ions of maternal behav ior are still unsurpassed in developmental
research. Ultimately, the Baltimore observat ions provided decisive support for
viewing attachment as a secure base relat ionship. They also revealed reciprocal
links between proximity seeking, explorat ion, and sensitivity to physical, beha
vioral, and emotional context that neither psychoanalysis nor learning theory
had highlighted or explained.
Attachment theory evolved from John Bowlby’s critique of psychoanalytic
drive theory and his own clinical observat ions, supplemented by his knowledge
of fields as diverse as primate ethology, control systems theory, and cognitive
psychology. By the time he had written the first volume of his Attachment and
Loss trilogy, Mary Ainsworth’s natura listic observat ions in Uganda and
Baltimore, and her theoretical and descriptive insights about maternal care and
the secure base phenomenon, had become integral to attachment theory. This
combinat ion of theory and observat ion was logica lly compelling and presented
by both Bowlby and Ainsworth with except ional clarity. Nonetheless, their
work might not have passed the test of time were it not for the Strange Situation
Procedure (SSP) reported in Patterns of Attachment. Here was a struct ured,
quant ifiable, and reproducible assessment procedure that was much more
economical than natura listic observat ion.
Now, as we enter the fourth generat ion of attachment study, we have a rich
and growing catalogue of interesting and well-validated approaches to meas
uring attachment-related behav ior and representat ions from infancy to adult
hood. Yet, each of them has roots in the SSP and the secure base concept.
The Psychology Press Classic Editions series celebrates books that are widely
recogn ized as enduring classics in Psychology. Patterns of Attachment has
certainly endured. More importantly, its significance and influence continue to
grow.

Impact and Endurance
It is difficult to separate the impact and endurance of a particu lar book from the
good health of the field it represents. Qualitative and quantitative evidence
confirm that, after more than 35 years, continuing interest in Patterns of
Attachment reflects and contributes to the health of attachment study.
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Twenty Studies
At the opening of the 21st century, developmental psycholog ist Wallace Dixon
(2002) asked members of the Society for Research in Child Development
to identify twenty studies (1950–2000) that had revolut ionized child psycho
logy. Alongside Piaget’s (1936/1952) The Origins of Intelligence, Vygotsky’s
(1978) Mind in Society, and Chomsky’s (1957) Syntactic Structures, the top five
included both Bowlby’s (1969) Attachment and Loss (Vol. 1) and Patterns of
Attachment. In 2016 Dixon updated his survey, focusing again on the most
recent 50 years and adding addit ional dimensions. Dixon’s (2016) judges ranked
Patterns of Attachment among the Most Revolutionary (#1), the Most Important
(#1), and Most Fascinating (#2) developmental psychology studies of the
past 50 years. The only ranking in which it finished out of the running, so
to speak, was Most Controversial. Although attachment study hardly seems
controversial today, for many of us, acceptance feels like it has been a long time
coming.

Citations
Although scholarly impact is a difficult phenomenon to measure, the citat ion
indexes maintained by the Web of Science and Google Scholar are widely used for
evaluating and comparing both journal impact and the impact of books and
articles within a field of study. Both data bases report the extent to which indi
vidual works or authors are cited by other scientists in a given time period.
Google Scholar bases its informat ion on a broad (some would say indiscriminant)
search of citat ions in books, articles, manuscripts, conference reports, etc.,
accessible through the Internet. In contrast, Web of Science limits its counts on a
selection of source journa ls. It also provides useful analytic tools that help
identify and interpret patterns of results. Although Google Scholar typica lly
reports higher citat ion counts than Web of Science, this is a matter of focus rather
than of validity or utility.
A Google Scholar search conducted March 2015 indicated that Patterns of
Attachment has been cited almost 15,000 times, an astounding number for an
empirical monog raph rooted in behav ior observat ions. This compares favorably
with Piaget’s The Origins of Intelligence (10,849 citat ions in Google Scholar), which
established, and for decades defined, the field of early cognitive development.
Moreover, it surpasses Thomas and Chess’s (1977) classic, Temperament and
Development (3,427 citat ions) which also focuses on patterns in infant develop
ment and was included in Dixon’s (2002) Twenty Studies that Revolutionized
Child Psychology.
The narrower Web of Science data base ident ifies over 5,000 citat ions to
Patterns of Attachment. More importantly, it provides a citat ion report showing
the pattern of citat ions year by year. For most publications, citat ion count rises
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The Impact of Mary Ainsworth’s Work
Reflected in Web of Science Citations
to Patterns of Attachment 1978-2013
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Articles citing Patterns of Attachment 1978–2013 (Web of Science).

beginn ing 2–3 years after a book or article appears and then declines as a field
moves on and interest in a particu lar work wanes. In marked contrast, interest
in Patterns of Attachment has been constant, even increasing, across the three
decades since it was first published (see Figure P.1). This too sets Patterns of
Attachment apart from most observat ional and experimental research in
developmental psychology. Of course the field has grown since 1978 and there
are more attachment researchers and more journa ls publishing attachment-
related research. However, these reflect, as much as account for, the enduring
interest in and impact of this psychology landm ark.

Patterns of Influence
It is also useful to examine how Patterns of Attachment has influenced and
supported enduring and emerg ing themes in attachment study. One approach
is to look for themes among the books and articles that have cited Patterns of
Attachment. This could be done at different levels of detail and with different
degrees of formal analysis. However, even an informal content analysis of titles
citing Patterns of Attachment reveals that it has had broad impact and served as a
catalyst for explorat ions in new direct ions. It also shows that attachment study
has kept pace with new direct ions in psychology. Having ident ified all the
books and articles that cited Patterns of Attachment between 1978 and 2013, we
ident ified those that had been cited at least 100 times. We then used titles and
abstracts to sort these 375 high impact items into categories. The twenty
categories with the most members are listed alphabetically in Table P.1.
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TABLE P.1 Categories of Articles Citing Patterns of Attachment 1978–2013 (Web of Science)

1. Attachment across cultures
2. Attachment and social competence
3. Attachment to fathers and other
non-m aternal figures
4. Disorganized attachment
5. Emotion regulat ion
6. Infant–mother interact ion, maternal
characteristics (e.g., depression)
7. Measurement alternatives and
extensions
8. Patterns of attachment in adult
relat ionships
9. Relevance to at-r isk and develop
mental psychopathology
10. Stimulus to advances in attachment
and developmental theory

11. Attachment and alternative care
arrangements (daycare, adopt ion)
12. Attachment-based intervent ions
13. Child maltreatment
14. Effects of early experience
15. From sensorimotor to formal
representat ions
16. Maternal sensitivity
17. N
 eurobiology and genetics of
attachment classificat ions
18. Relevance of classificat ion concepts
across age
19. Stability and change across age
20. Validity in various age groups and
populat ions

A number of these are enduring topics. However, even within familiar
categories, the lines of research have evolved quite a bit since the early years of
attachment study. Others, such as emotion regulat ion, neurobiology and
genetics of attachment classificat ions, disorg anized attachment, and perhaps
even relevance to risk and developmental psychopathology (insofar as this was
not yet a distinct field of study) could hardly have been imagined when Patterns
of Attachment first appeared. This is an important indicat ion of the book’s
heuristic value and, the good health of attachment study today.

The Attachment Paradigm
John Bowlby liked to refer to attachment theory as a new paradigm, a new way
of understanding the infant’s tie to primary careg ivers. Paradigm can also refer
to a community of theorists and researchers bound together by shared prin
ciples and methods (Kuhn, 1962/2012; Masterman, 1970). Thus, the attachment
paradigm refers to both Bowlby–Ainsworth attachment theory and to the
community that shares and contributes to their perspective, as distinct from the
psychoanalytic and learning theory perspectives.
Paradigm can also refer to one or more protot ypical problems or key tech
niques associated with a theoretical or methodolog ical approach (Kuhn,
1962/2012; Masterman, 1970). As students become skilled in solving such
problems or using a particu lar tool, they come to understand the pract ical
meaning of key theoretical concepts. They also learn to recogn ize the contexts
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in which a theory or methodology is relevant. Eventually, with much experi
ence across many trials, they acquire the expectat ions and fluency characteristic
of experts. In addit ion to their use as a tool for discovery, the attachment–
explorat ion balance and the SSP are very much the paradigm through which
generat ions of students have learned to recogn ize attachment behav ior and
understand attachment theory. This, as much as any theoretical insight or
empirical result, is why Patterns of Attachment endures.

The Secure Base Phenomenon
John Bowlby introduced attachment theory in a 1957 talk to the British
Psychoanalytical Society. It was published the following year as “The nature of
the child’s tie to his [sic] mother” (Bowlby, 1958). The key to the paper was a
proposal for replacing psychoanalytic drive theory and cathect ic bonding with
a more tenable, empirica lly accessible motivat ion model. For this Bowlby
turned to ethology and comparative psychology and the concept of instinctual
behav ioral responses. There was as yet no mention of exploratory behav ior or
the attachment–explorat ion balance, both of which are central to Patterns of
Attachment and current attachment theory.
Bowlby (1958) ident ified as attachment-related five behav iors that have the
predictable outcome of helping maint ain proximity to the mother and
contribute to maint aining her availability. These included smiling, crying,
clinging, following, and sucking. Bowlby proposed that, over time, and with
appropriate experience, these become integrated into an attachment behav ioral
system that is keenly sensitive to inner and environmental cues and context.
Bowlby’s use of concepts from ethology led some early critics to characterize
his proposal as an instinct theory, with the now outdated connotat ion of beha
viors that emerge early in development and are relatively inflexible (stereo
typed) in both form and response to the environment. In response, Bowlby
(1969) went to considerable lengths in Attachment and Loss (Vol. 1) to provide a
more sophisticated understanding of the instinct concept as applied to behav i
oral systems. Criticisms of attachment theory as an instinct theory are simply
uninformed. The etholog ical, evolut ionary concept central to the theory is not
the innateness of the attachment system but the importance of evolved biases in
infant learning abilities which are part of our primate evolut ionary heritage and
critical to attachment development. It is not attachment that is inherited. It is
the capacity to become attached and to construct (through interact ion with an
appropriate careg iving environment) a system for using one or a few figures as
a secure base.
Designating a specific set of behav iors as attachment behaviors was also a source
of misunderstanding, measurement problems, and criticism until Sroufe and
Waters (1977), Hay (1980), and others clarified what Bowlby and Mary
Ainsworth had known all along—that every behav ior accessed by an
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attachment control system is available to other motivat ional–behav ioral systems
as well. There are no uniquely attachment-related behav iors. Thus, simply
adding up all the instances of a particu lar behav ior irrespective of context is
unlikely to measure anything very interesting regarding attachment relat ion
ships.
Mary Ainsworth always said that her goal in Uganda was not to confirm
Bowlby’s attachment theory but to see whether concept ua lizing the child’s tie
to its mother as a secure base relat ionship fit what mothers and babies actua lly
do. In fact, she didn’t send Bowlby regular updates on the study or engage in
much back and forth as it unfolded. Then, in 1958, he sent her his paper on the
child’s tie to its mother. This prompted her to provide an overall picture of her
observat ions, which Bowlby generously described as a “happy convergence”
with his own conclusions. In the spring of 1959, Bowlby visited Mary Ainsworth
in Baltimore. This gave them a chance to compare notes and for her to fill him
in on some of the initial analyses of her Uganda data. Then in 1961, at Bowlby’s
invitat ion, she began presenting her work at the Tavistock Seminars on
Mother–Infant Interaction which he organized in London. Attachment theory
evolved quite a bit between 1958 and 1969. Much of this evolut ion was motiv
ated and guided by Mary Ainsworth’s emphasis on the secure base concept and
her observat ions of proximity-seeking and exploratory behav ior in Uganda and
in the 26 mother–infant dyads she and her students studied in the Baltimore
longitudinal study (1963–67).
Bowlby introduced the control systems concept in the first volume of his
Attachment and Loss trilogy (Bowlby, 1969, Ch. 13). This was a significant step
beyond the 1958 formulation, both in addressing the underlying mechanisms
and the context sensitivity of attachment responses. In addition, rather than
focusing exclusively on the conditions under which the attachment responses are
switched on and off, the emphasis turned to the ongoing dynamic balance
between exploration and proximity seeking. It was apparent in natura listic
observations spurred by Bowlby’s work that infants actively monitor their care
givers’ location and availability while exploring. That is, exploration was pivoting
around or referenced to a secure base figure about whom information and expecta
tions were continuously updated by an attachment control system. Indeed, if
there were no exploration there would be no need for proximity seeking. The
infant could, as in many species, simply stay on or within reach of its mother.
Most mammals are capable of seeking proximity/contact early in infancy. In
addit ion, they all show extensive exploratory interest in their environments.
Moreover, they all use both proximity-seeking and exploratory locomotion for
a variety of purposes including informat ion seeking and foraging (Hay, 1980).
Yet, they do not all show the kind of lasting bonds, extended and extensive
explorat ion, and parental care we associate with parent–offspring (not to
mention adult–adult) human attachment relat ionships. The attachment control
system coordinates these two systems, over time and in light of context, to
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serve two funct ions: (a) maint aining proximity to the primary careg iver, and
(b) supporting explorat ion and learning. Although Bowlby (1969) emphasized
the role of proximity in affording a degree of protect ion, he clearly recognized
that both functions play significant roles in evolution and development.
Infants and child ren learn much more when exploring with a careg iver, who
can scaffold and co-construct problem solut ions and problem-solving skills,
than they could exploring alone. Thus, rather than thinking of such behav iors
as more (or less) attachment-related, it is useful to think of attachment as a
system which, for extended intervals, takes control of proximity and explor
atory systems and coordinates them in ways that promote both safety and the
experience necessary to build a human nervous system (Waters, 2008). That is,
attachment is not the behav iors but the higher level system that organizes them
(Bowlby, 1969; Sroufe & Waters, 1977). This perspective is important for
appreciating the roles of internal working models and for building comput a
tional models of the attachment–explorat ion balance (e.g., Bischof, 1975;
Petters, 2006; Petters, Waters, & Sloman, 2011; Petters, Waters, & Schönbrot,
in press, 2015).
The close link between attachment and explorat ion, which was so evident
in the Uganda and Baltimore observat ions, found fuller theoretical develop
ment in the second volume of Bowlby’s trilogy (Bowlby, 1973), especially
Chapter 21 (“Secure attachment and the growth of self-reliance”). Still, Bowlby
felt that the iconic image of an infant retreating to its mother for safety or
comfort was only half of the picture. Attachment theory required a new,
equally evocative concept to encompass this and the mother’s role as base from
which to explore. Mary Ainsworth had often spoken of the infant’s excursions
out to explore and back to the mother as the secure base phenomenon. Problem
solved—and thus the title of Bowlby’s 1988 collect ion of lectures and articles,
A Secure Base, and his dedicat ion, “to Mary D. S. Ainsworth who introduced
the concept of a secure base.”

The Baltimore Project
The Baltimore study was not merely “a psycholog ical study of the Strange
Situation.” It advanced from Infancy in Uganda on a number of fronts. First of
all, it shed the idea that strength and onset of attachment were measurable
phenomena. It would be more productive for both theory and measurement to
focus instead on: (a) the skill and confidence with which an infant used its
mother as a secure base once attachment was clearly established, and (b) the
infant’s expectat ions regarding the mother’s accessibility and responsiveness
and her cooperat ion with its ongoing behav ior.
The Baltimore project also benefited from Mary Ainsworth’s contact with
John Bowlby as he developed the Attachment and Loss trilogy. In addit ion to
using her as a sounding board for testing his own ideas, Bowlby repeatedly
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acknowledged the value he placed on her insights and detailed knowledge of
maternal and infant behav ior. And, of course, he credited her with the secure
base formulat ion that captured the essence of the relat ionship so well. This
collaboration gave the Baltimore project had a head start on the field when it
came to testing hypotheses based on the most recent developments in attach
ment theory. This was particu larly important when it came to insuring that
home observat ions covered the full range of theoretica lly relevant behav iors. It
also influenced the design of the SSP episodes.
Finally, it was easier in Baltimore than in Uganda to follow a struct ured
recruitment plan and research design in which each mother–infant dyad could
be observed at home for the same 16 hours during each quarter of the first year.
Even today, with ready access to sound and video recording, the narrative
records from these observat ions are unpara lleled as longitudinal descript ions of
development in the first year.

A Flair for Measurement
Patterns of Attachment established the SSP as the hallm ark of infant attachment
research. Nonetheless, the measures developed for assessing (1) maternal inter
active behav ior, and (2) the attachment–explorat ion balance at home were also
important to the Baltimore project. The maternal interactive behav ior scales, in
particu lar, are unpara lleled examples of translating detailed observat ions into
workable quantitative measures.

Maternal Sensitivity
After more than 40 years, the Ainsworth Maternal Sensitivity Scales remain
cornerstones of research on infant–mother interact ion. As illust rated and
discussed in the December 2013 special issue of Attachment and Human
Development (Grossmann, Bretherton, Waters, & Grossmann, 2013) they are
some of the most elegant behav ior descript ions in psychology and convey a
great deal about Mary Ainsworth’s skill as an observer and theorist. Moreover,
as with the secure base concept and the attachment–explorat ion balance, the
maternal careg iving and interact ion constructs, (1) sensitivity to signals, (2)
cooperat ion with ongoing behav ior, (3) acceptance of age-related require
ments, and (4) physical–psycholog ical accessibility, have proven useful for
theory and research strategy across the lifespan. Indeed, they would have to
because the very idea of a secure base relat ionship entails someone using, and
someone providing, secure base support. Neither can be defined without
reference to the other—an example of a truly dyadic phenomenon.
In the past, the four careg iving and interact ion scales have only been avail
able in mimeog raph or online. They deserve to be more accessible and more
often studied in detail. Thus, they have been included in this reissue as Appendix
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IV. Each of the scales consists of an introductory essay that describes how the
construct is concept ua lized and how it plays out in the home environment. In
addit ion, each essay includes thoughtful observat ions about how best to observe
and the kinds of difficulties that arise in observing and interpreting behav ior at
this level of detail. As always in Ainsworth’s work, the emphasis is on observing
the behav ior, not rating a psycholog ical construct, and when assigning scores,
looking for a convergence of indicat ions rather than placing heavy bets on indi
vidual acts.
Conceptualizing the four careg iving and interact ion constructs, translating
them into measures, and relating them to attachment outcomes in a truly
modern and theoretica lly grounded way was one of the singular accomplish
ments of the Baltimore study. A key innovat ion here was basing the scale
anchors on vignettes from the home observat ions and allowing more than one
interactive vignette to anchor a given scale point. Keeping the scales close to
actual behav ior and finely attuned to context was a significant advance over
scales based on stereot ypes, informal observat ions, and arbitrary anchors.
Importantly, the link between sensitivity constructs and infant security has
stood the test of time in a number of longitudinal studies (see Grossmann et al.,
2013). In addit ion, the development of the Maternal Behavior Q-set (MBQ) by
Pederson and Moran (1995) has made it much easier to collect and quantify
natura listic observat ions of mother–infant interact ion.
Recent research shows that there is considerable room to expand the Patterns
of Attachment concept ua lizat ion of maternal sensitivity, especially at older ages,
to give added weight to support for independence and for explorat ion. In recent
research, Bernier, Matte-Gagne, Belanger, and Whipple (2014) have found
that doing so substant ially improves a model linking maternal AAI coherence
to maternal sensitivity and child security. Similar work, extending current
concept ua lizat ions and measurement of secure base support to older ages
(Crowell, Treboux, Gao, Fyffe, Pan, & Waters, 2002), and examining it in
different cultures and family circumstances (e.g., Posada, Carbonell, Alzate, &
Plata, 2004) is a promising direct ion for new research based on new etholog ical
attachment studies (e.g., Grossmann et al., 2013).

Secure Base Behavior at Home
Bowlby’s conceptualization of the child’s relat ionship to its primary careg iver
as a secure base relat ionship was a key depart ure from psychoanalysis. This
opened the door to a control systems approach to motivat ion which accounted
for the infant’s sensitivity to its environment and the apparent purposefulness of
its excursions from and back to its mother, without resorting to unobservable
libidinal drives or implausible schedu les of reinforcement, or invoking
some equally magical alternative. To establish this, Bowlby reviewed ample
behav ioral and neurophysiolog ical evidence of control systems organizing and
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regulating the behav ior of other species. Moreover, evolut ionary theory
provided a very plausible explanat ion for human infants’ ability to construct
such a system. The challenge in the Baltimore study was to build upon the
experience and results Ainsworth reported in Infancy in Uganda to quantify
indiv idual differences in infants’ secure base behav ior.
The performance of a control system is ordinarily evaluated in terms of how
closely its output tracks a set goal (see Bowlby, 1969; Waters & Deane, 1985).
For example, the variance of room temperature around a thermostat setting of
72 degrees reflects how well a thermostatic control system accomplishes its goal
of maintaining a stable, comfortable room temperature. Unfortunately, the set
goal of the attachment control system is not as easily specified. In early formu
lat ions, Bowlby spoke of an infant maint aining a degree of proximity to its
mother. At the same time, he recogn ized that this depended very much on
context ual factors, recent events, the familiarity of the setting, whether the
infant was tired or ill, etc. It also seemed to depend on the infant’s expectat ions
regarding its mother’s availability and responsiveness. Thus, the problem Mary
Ainsworth had to solve in the Baltimore study was to go beyond specific prox
imity-seeking and exploratory behav iors to capture how well an infant managed
the attachment–explorat ion balance across time.
The solut ion was to use the scorer’s understanding of the secure base concept
to match infants’ behav ior to one of five levels of secure base use. These ranged
from: (1) using the mother as a secure base and maint aining a smooth balance
between proximity and explorat ion, to (5) patterns in which the attachment–
explorat ion balance was not consistently maint ained. As with the maternal
careg iving and interact ion scales, the measure was derived from transcript s of
the actual Baltimore home observat ions. In addit ion, sub-classificat ions at each
level described different patterns of secure base behav ior that could be
considered similarly effective or ineffective. Importantly, the anchors were not
discrete behav iors. Instead, they were patterns of behav ior as it was organized
(or not) over time and context.
Mary Ainsworth was “not altogether satisfied” (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters,
& Wall, 1978, p. 241) with this approach. Nonetheless, it served well enough to
anchor the SSP to behav ior in a natura listic setting, confirming its relevance to
Bowlby’s theory. It also served well enough to validate SSP behav ior profiles in
terms of attachment security. Although largely replaced by the attachment
Q-set (Waters & Deane, 1985) we have included the complete criteria for
scoring the attachment–explorat ion balance at home as Appendix V as a
reminder of the important role secure base behavior at home played in the
Baltimore Study.
Despite its convenience and demonstrated usefulness, the SSP was never
intended to foreclose further etholog ical study of secure base behav ior.
Moreover, now that research has established the relevance of the secure
base concept beyond infancy, indeed well into adulthood (e.g., Waters &
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Cummings, 2000; Crowell et al., 2002), and with hand-held (and smaller)
video recording equipment available and inexpensive, research on secure base
behav ior in natura listic environments deserves high priority on the agenda of
attachment study.

Origins of the Strange Situation
The Uganda observat ions were conducted in 1954 but, due to personal circum
stances, were not published until 1967; observat ions for the Baltimore longit
udinal sample were conducted in 1963–64. Quite a few studies examining brief
mother–child separat ions predate Ainsworth’s Uganda and Baltimore studies
and have been mentioned as precursors, if not models, for the SSP. For example,
Shirley and Poyntz (1941) studied 101 boys and 98 girls aged 2–8-years-old
who made semi-annual, day-long visits to a Harvard School of Public Health
clinic as part of a larger longitudinal study of child development. Their approach
was primarily descriptive and normative, with the goal of shedd ing light on
child ren’s react ions to separat ion from their mothers. In most instances, a staff
member picked the child up at home in the morning and drove them to the
clinic for a full day of physical, medical, and psycholog ical tests, along with
lunch, play breaks, and a nap. In a quarter of the cases a parent brought the child
to the clinic. A parent retrieved the child in the afternoon.
Shirley and Poyntz kept diary-t ype records of the child’s day at the clinic. In
addit ion, at the end of the day, they obtained a verbal report of the initial
separat ion and the trip to the clinic from the staff member who had transported
the child. Subsequent analyses of specific behav ior categories were based on
these records. In addit ion, their report included descript ions of a number of
cases, often from visits at several ages, to illust rate age trends and differences
within age. The report also included comments on a wide range of behav iors
that were not addressed in formal analyses. Their comments were on phenomena
such as: (1) mother’s styles of negot iating the depart ure for the clinic, (2) low-
keyedness during play-t ime (e.g., “killing time,” rejecting toys, sedentary play,
absence of talking), even after obvious separat ion-related distress had abated,
and (3) resuming crying upon mother’s return. Although observed in older
child ren, such behav iors will be familiar to readers of Patterns of Attachment.
In a second report, based on the same sample, Shirley (1942) developed a
weighted “adjustment assay” intended to reflect a child’s degree of separat ion-
related distress independent of age and sex. She then ident ified 12 girls and 22
boys whose mothers met criteria for “over-protective” or “rejecting.” Based on
a tabular (as opposed to statistical) analysis, Shirley and Poyntz (1941)concluded
that:
A child’s level of adjustment depends little upon the extrinsic features of
the day, and little even upon his health. It depends much more upon the
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wholesomeness of his upbringing in the home, and the security and
confidence and affect ion given him by his parents. A secure and whole
somely loved child goes forth to meet a new experience in a spirit of
advent ure, and comes out triumphant in his encounters with new places,
new materia ls, and new friends, old and young. A child that is over-
sheltered or under-loved goes forth from home with misgivings and
doubts, and gives an impression of inadequacy and immat urity in his
encounter with new experiences that makes him unwelcome either in the
society of adults or child ren. (p. 217)
Shirley and Poyntz seem to have had a very good sense for child ren’s
separat ion-related responses and recogn ized the importance of the behav ioral,
emotional, and situational context when interpreting the meaning of behav ior.
Yet, their work hardly seems modern in comparison to the concept ua lizat ion,
quant ificat ion, and analysis of both infant and maternal behav ior in Patterns of
Attachment.
Despite the value of the Shirley and Poyntz study, Ainsworth (personal
commun icat ion) has said that she had in mind Jean Arsenian’s (1943) study of
mothers and child ren in a Massachusetts Reformatory for Women when she
decided to develop a separat ion–reunion procedure for the Baltimore study.
Arsenian studied the 24 young child ren (11.2–30 months) in order to better
understand the dynamics of childhood “security” through the medium of an
unfam iliar room. However, as she notes, due to the circumstances, the child ren
had only interm ittent contact with their mothers, half of whom served as aides
in the instit ut ion nursery, the remainder being assigned to work in other parts
of the facility. Moreover, having a baby seems to have been a source of status
among the inmates, and the mothers often traded on this by being characterist
ica lly over-protective and over-emotional (i.e., demonstrative) with their chil
dren. Arsenian also suggests that the child ren had less opport unity to explore
than usual for child ren their ages and thus their react ions were “probably more
intense than for a non-instit ut ional group.”
The value of the study is limited by these unusual sample characteristics,
arbitrary decisions underlying behav ior coding, and the use of Lewinian field
theory as an interpretive framework. Thus, aside from focusing on child ren in
an unfam iliar room, Arsenian (1943) is unlikely to have influenced the partic
ulars of the Baltimore study’s observat ions or the laboratory assessments.
Nonetheless, her conclusions certainly parallel Bowlby’s and Ainsworth’s intu
itions about the origins of infant security:
The extent to which the strange situation was made secure by the pres
ence of the adult evidently varied with the dependence of the child and
with the history of his previous relat ionship with the adult. For inde
pendent child ren, the “substit ute” mothers were adequate sources of
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protect ion in the situation. Dependent child ren, on the contrary, were
secure only in those instances where the adult who accompanied them
was their own mother, whose affect ion and solicitude had been experi
enced constantly in the past. (p. 241)
This begins to capture the relat ional interpretat ion that is essent ial to Bowlby–
Ainsworth attachment theory and must have resonated with Mary Ainsworth’s
own thinking.
More important than either of these studies was John Bowlby’s invitat ion to
participate in the 1961, 1963, and 1965 meetings of the Tavistock Seminars on
Mother–Infant Interaction in London. These meetings afforded Mary
Ainsworth a chance to present preliminary results from her Uganda observa
tions and to keep abreast of Harry Harlow’s reports of his experimental studies
on infant–mother interact ion and attachment in rhesus macaques (see, Suomi,
van der Horst, & van der Veer, 2008). Harlow was a talented experimenter and
a keen observer. In addit ion he was careful and systematic in formulating hypo
theses and interpreting results. It is clear that prior studies, particu larly
Arsenian’s, primed Mary Ainsworth to consider adding a standardized separa
tion–reunion procedure to the Baltimore longitudinal study. However, it is
equally clear that the SSP is not simply adapted from these studies. It was
specifica lly designed to test hypotheses about the attachment–explorat ion
balance and the secure base phenomenon.

Highlights and Issues
We usually consider a project fully reported once the key results have appeared
in a series of journal articles. This may suffice even for high profile research that
issues from especially active laboratories. However, this approach has dimin
ished the impact of many important longitudinal projects, leaving us with a few
key findings rather than a coherent picture and comprehensive evaluation.
With few except ions (e.g., Block, 1971; Sroufe, Egeland, Carlson, & Collins,
2005; and the contributors to Grossmann, Grossmann, & Waters, 2005) the
organizers of major longitudinal studies have rarely found time or opport unity
to portray the full sweep of their projects. Fortunately, this was not the fate of
the Baltimore project.
Patterns of Attachment provides a much more coherent picture of the Baltimore
project than would have emerged from journal articles alone. In addit ion, a
substant ial literature on the evolut ion of attachment theory provides useful
reflect ions on the project’s context, rationale, and goals (e.g., Ainsworth &
Bowlby, 1991; Bretherton, 2003). In addit ion to methods and results, the book
also provides a concise yet detailed overv iew of attachment theory, and reviews
and integrates previously published results. By giving full expression to the
backg round and rationales for the design issues, measures, and key decisions
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that shaped the Baltimore study, Patterns of Attachment goes beyond docu
menting and teaching; it illust rates the etholog ical approach in developmental
research and effectively mentors readers who are new to attachment study.

Normative Issues
The theory Bowlby outlined in 1958 and extended in Attachment and Loss
(Vol. 1) addressed the nature of human infant–mother relat ionships in evolu
tionary/normative perspective before turning to the sources of indiv idual
differences. Similarly, after describing the SSP methodology, Patterns of
Attachment turns first (Chapters 5 and 13) to normative issues. Here the focus is
on behav ior patterns illust rating the infant’s interest in its social and physical
environments and the sensitivity of attachment and exploratory behav ior to
context. These patterns, which stand out in strong relief across SSP episodes,
are exactly the details and complexities on which psychoanalytic theory and the
operant theory of dependency had faltered.
The normative patterns of proximity seeking and contact maint aining
toward mother and stranger across episodes (Chapter 5, Figures 2–9) clearly
confirmed what was also evident in the home. One-year-olds were continu
ously monitoring a wide range of internal and environmental inputs in order to
maintain what Bowlby had described as an “apparently purposeful” attach
ment–explorat ion balance that could only be plausibly explained with a motiv
at ional model at least as complex as a behav ioral control system.
The SSP also provided normative data relevant to the interchangeability of
attachment figures (mother vs. stranger) and the kinds of cues that activate and
terminate attachment behav iors. Although such issues are not hotly contested
today, establishing a sound normative picture of the attachment–explorat ion
balance in different contexts helped ease the way for understanding and accept
ance of the new paradigm.

Individual Differences
Although the normative issues addressed in the Baltimore project were central
to attachment theory, Patterns of Attachment is best known for the secure,
avoidant, and resistant/ambivalent classificat ions used to summarize indiv idual
differences across SSP episodes. These patterns reflect qualitative differences in
the manner and effectiveness with which an infant organizes and maint ains its
secure base behav ior with respect to a particu lar figure. That is, how well the
attachment control system tracks its set goal of felt security across time and
context.
Unfortunately, it can be difficult to evaluate how well a control system
tracks its set goal. This is especially so if, instead of maint aining a single variable
such as distance or temperature, the set goal is concept ua lized as satisfi cing
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(Simon, 1956, p. 129; Sroufe & Waters, 1977) over several facets or variables.
The task was all the more difficult in the Baltimore home observat ions because
each home had a unique physical layout and the mothers’ behav ior was uncon
strained by specific instruct ions. In contrast, the SSP provided a consistent
physical layout, the mothers’ behav ior could be constrained somewhat without
seeming out of place as it might at home, and the range of infant behav ior was
somewhat limited by the layout, toys, and sequence of episodes. Nonetheless,
capturing the organizat ion of behav ior in the SSP, as opposed to simply quan
tif ying discrete behav iors, presented a significant challenge. The strategy
adopted for the Baltimore project was to identify behav ior profiles associated
with more or less effective secure base use over the episodes of the SSP and then
to relate these to secure base behav ior at home and to antecedent patterns of
maternal care.
Even before the Baltimore project, Mary Ainsworth had a great deal of
experience summarizing behav ior in terms of patterns and classificat ions. As
early as her Ph.D. thesis she noted that, in concept ua lizing adult adjustment in
terms of security, “it has become apparent that the pattern of adjustment (over
domains) is more significant for the understanding of the indiv idual than any
single measurement, or any total score” (Salter, 1940, p. 13). She had also found
classificat ion a useful tool for organizing her Uganda observat ions. Pattern-
based analysis had also played a significant role in her work as a psychod ia
gnostician at Baltimore’s Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital in Baltimore
between 1955 and 1961 (Ainsworth, 1983).
The Baltimore project was initiated in an era when many (perhaps most)
psycholog ists viewed classificat ions systems with skept icism, associating them
with unreliable assessments, illusory typolog ies, and armchair interpretat ions.
However, this was not the spirit in which Ainsworth proposed her use of clas
sificatory methods. Instead, she used classificat ion as a tool for descript ion, for
representing order and organizat ion in the overwhelming complexity (and
volume) of her observat ional data (see Patterns of Attachment, pp. 55–59). She
specifica lly eschewed the notion that attachment patterns explain behav ior.
Instead, when patterns were detected they became the phenomena to be
explained, starting points for the next step in discovery. Despite some initial
object ions, significant links to secure base behav ior at home and to key aspects
of maternal care demonstrated the value of this approach.

The ABC’s of Attachment Patterns
Today, Patterns of Attachment is familiar first and foremost for the ABC classific
at ion system. Less well known (or remembered) is the initial reason for delving
into indiv idual differences. This is not to say that a classificatory system based
primarily on reunion behav ior was obvious. Only that the ABC classificat ion
system is rooted in issues other than indiv idual differences per se.
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Early Experience and Attachment Security
One of the key insights Bowlby valued in psychoanalysis was the idea that early
experience plays an important role in later development. For developmental
psycholog ists, this implied, among other things, the predict ion that better
quality maternal care would be associated with earlier attachment onset.
Psychoanalysts, psycholog ists, pediatr icians, and even baby care experts had
suggested a wide range of maternal behav iors as likely to accelerate or delay
attachment development. Sorting out the facets of early care that influenced
attachment development was viewed as significant for both theory and pract ice.
The narrative records from each quarter’s home visits provided detailed
informat ion about a wide range of potent ial influences on attachment develop
ment. These ranged from breast vs. bottle feeding, schedu le vs. ad lib feeding,
various sleeping arrangements, frequency or durat ion of close bodily contact
and face to face interact ion, to interactive behav iors such as sensitivity to
signals, cooperat ion with ongoing behav ior, acceptance of the baby’s needs, and
psycholog ical and physical accessibility.
Separating the wheat from the chaff required a criterion for attachment
onset with which maternal behav iors could be correlated. Unfortunately, it was
already becoming clear that there was not going to be a well-validated criterion
for attachment onset. Although there might be a fairly narrow window within
which preference was established, this occurred very early and proved very
sensitive to context. Moreover, this was more akin to bonding than to the kinds
of attachment behaviors that Bowlby incorporated into his control systems model
and that most experts had in mind as signs of strong or weak, secure or insecure,
attachment. Similarly, developmental psycholog ists recogn ized that the ability
to disting uish mother from others was a necessary precursor of attachment.
However, it emerged long before the infant was capable of using her as a secure
base. Similarly, responses to strangers (Spitz, 1965) and to separat ion from
mother (e.g., Schaffer & Emerson, 1964) were suggested as signs of attachment
onset. Such behav iors were too sensitive to context to serve as reliable criteria
(Sroufe, Waters, & Matas, 1974). Other potent ial criteria for attachment onset
seemed too closely tied to the mechanisms that control locomotor and sensori-
motor development to reflect the impact of maternal behav iors.
In one of the key insights of early attachment study, Mary Ainsworth recog
nized that instead of sorting out maternal behav iors by correlating them with
the age of attachment onset, she could instead correlate them with qualitative
outcomes once attachment was clearly established. That is, instead of searching
for maternal behav iors that led to earlier attachment onset, she would search for
those that were most closely associated with a good outcome toward the end of
infancy—where a good outcome refers to a criterion rooted in attachment
theory, i.e., the attachment control system tracking its set goal smoothly and
consistently.
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Associations between SSP classificat ions and first and fourth quarter
maternal behav iors, presented in Chapters 7 and 8 and in Tables 15–17, did a
very nice job of identifying key maternal behav iors. The primary first quarter
correlates mapped very well into four facets of maternal care assessed using
behaviorally based rating scales, sensitivity to infant signals, cooperat ion with
ongoing behav ior, acceptance of the infant’s needs, and physical and psycholo
gical availability. Importantly, these are the variables that are most plausibly
linked to acquiring expectat ions about the mother’s availability and responsive
ness, and to the sense that she is “always there for me.” This result provided
important support for Bowlby’s and Ainsworth’s view of attachment as a
secure base relat ionship grounded on trust rather than the strength of a
libidinal bond. It also supported the idea that, contrary to psychoanalysts’
expectat ions, negative attachment outcomes could arise in the absence of
significant trauma.

Home Behavior and the Validity of the SSP
Obviously, it would be difficult to justify the SSP as a measure of indiv idual
differences in attachment security or secure base use if it were not significantly
linked to secure base behav ior at home. The key results on this point are
summarized in Chapter 12 and Table 29, Classification of Strange Situation
Behavior and Classification of Attachment–Exploration Balance Behavior at
Home. Surprisingly, nearly two decades (and many studies using the SSP)
passed before this key result was replicated (Vaughn & Waters, 1990). Van
IJzendoorn, Vereijken, Bakermans-Kranenburg, and Riksen-Waldraven (2004)
have summarized a number of subsequent studies validating the SSP against
Attachment Q-set (AQS) assessments of secure base behav ior at home. The
results consistently show that secure base behav ior at home is significantly
related to secure vs. insecure classificat ions in the SSP. This is important evid
ence that the secure vs. insecure SSP classificat ion is related to the security
construct and to the secure base phenomenon observed at home.

Replication
The key findings from the Baltimore study have genera lly stood the test of
time. However, as in other areas of science, the results in replicat ion studies are
not consistently as strong as in the original. A number of factors can influence
replicat ion results. These include: (a) familiarity with the SSP scoring and clas
sificat ion system, (b) observat ion skills and familiarity with the home observa
tion scales, (c) the number and durat ion of home observat ions, (d) the samples
on which replicat ions are performed, and (e) the theoretical relevance of
predicted correlates. Naturalistic observat ion is difficult and requires consider
able experience with the behav ior being observed. It is never as simple as
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reading scale definit ions and starting to observe. Ideally, observers have access
to training materials, pilot subjects, and mentors who can help build expertise
in naturalistic observation before they begin collecting data.
Although training in SSP procedure and scoring has long been available
through Alan Sroufe’s group at the University of Minnesota, nothing compar
able has been developed to help researchers become expert observers of maternal
and infant behav ior at home. Waters and Deane’s (1985) Attachment Q-set for
assessing infant secure base behav ior and Pederson and Moran’s (1995) Maternal
Behavior Q-set for assessing maternal sensitivity in natura listic settings have
been very useful in this regard. The items in these Q-sets provide considerable
informat ion about the level of detail at which the “action” takes place and the
role context plays in the meaning of key behav iors. Nonetheless, a Q-set cannot
fully replace working with an experienced mentor. A set of first-rate video
recordings that effectively capture the experience of making 60–90 minute
observat ions in a variety of contexts would significantly advance training
opport unities. However, even with current video recording equipment,
capturing, editing, and providing commentary across the full range of indi
vidual differences would be a significant undert aking.
It is a significant limitat ion that many researchers continue to base assess
ments on observat ions that are simply too few, too brief, and sample too few
contexts to provide a representative sample of a careg iver’s typical behav ior.
Although it may not be necessary to obtain the full 12–16 hours of observat ion
that were collected each quarter in the Baltimore study, single observations of
brief interactions in one or two contexts (e.g. feeding and free play) are unlikely
to provide reliable estimates of infants’ or mothers’ typical behavior. Waters
(1978) illust rated the use of tradit ional psychometr ic methods for assessing the
duration of observation intervals necessary to reliably assess individual
differences in infant and maternal behaviors and there have been many relevant
developments in reliability assessment since then. These methods should be
used more often in designing observat ion schedu les and evaluating the repres
entativeness of observat ional data.
It is also important to take into account the diversity of samples used in
current research. The Baltimore sample was very homogeneous. Moreover,
very few of the mothers worked outside the home or made use of extensive
substit ute care during the first year. Today, substit ute care arrangements are
very common and very diverse with respect to frequency, durat ion, and quality.
It is very useful that attachment research has branched out to include a wide
range of cultural and at-r isk samples. After all, cross-community, cross-
cultural, and clinical relevance have always been central to the translat ional
goals of attachment research. At the same time, attachment researchers have not
always been attentive enough to the measurement implicat ions of sample char
acteristics. Low correlat ions between facets of care and infant security in
families very different from the Baltimore sample deserve more probing analysis
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than simply dismissing them as failures of replicat ion. Sometimes a low correl
at ion is the answer to an interesting new quest ion.
Finally, the strength of replicat ion results is going to be related to how
tightly a predict ion is tied to attachment theory in the first place. Researchers
who are new to attachment study or not yet thoroughly versed in attachment
theory have often designed studies that seem less tied to predict ions from
attachment theory than to the hypothesis that “all good things go together”
(Waters, Corcoran, & Anafarta, 2005). When such findings are significant in
an initial study it is likely that they are either due to spurious influences or have
simply occurred by chance. In replicat ion studies they are likely to be attenu
ated or to disappear altogether. This hardly counts as a replicat ion failure.
Indeed, it is useful that such results tend to fall away because they only represent
noise in efforts to integrate and sythesize accumulating results.
The evolut ion of measurement instruments and methods plays an important
role in driving science forward. When new instruments and methods become
available, early adopters play a useful role by investigating their relevance in
new domains. However, instrument-d riven research is not a substit ute for
theory-d riven hypothesis testing. Indeed, it often becomes little more than an
empty search for statistica lly (if not theoretica lly) significant results. Attachment
study is not immune to this. The problem with significant but theoretica lly
tenuous correlat ions is that they event ua lly accumulate to the point that they
cannot be interpreted within any sensible attachment theory framework.
Sometimes even significant correlat ions can be too much of a good thing.
Progress in attachment study depends on research that is theory-d riven, not
instrument-d riven. With occasional lapses, attachment researchers have
managed this rather well. This is important because theoretical reviews and
meta-analyses depend on the quality of the underlying research. The Baltimore
study remains a valuable model not only for its results but also for the level of
expertise and effort underlying its results.
The Baltimore study entailed a level of craftsmanship that does not easily scale
to large samples. At the same time, larger samples and more diverse samples open
doors that the Baltimore study could not. In the end, the validity of the SSP rests
broadly on its links to secure base behavior outside the laboratory, other theoret
ically based external correlates, and discriminant validity vis à vis alternative
interpretations. Overall, the SSP has earned its reputation as a measure of an
infant’s confidence in a particular careg iver’s accessibility and responsiveness and
its ability to use her (or him) as a secure base from which to explore and as a haven
of safety and comfort when required. Nonetheless, it is important to confirm that
the SSP is providing a window on secure base behavior at home whenever it is
first used in any sample markedly different from the healthy, home reared, one-
year-olds observed in the Baltimore study. This step has been overlooked in far
too many cross-cultural samples, studies of new classification schemes, and studies
of the SSP beyond infancy. It should become standard procedure.
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Of course, the results of such studies will not always be positive (e.g., Posada,
2006). The fact that the SSP cannot stand in place of home observations in every
instance is problematic for individual studies. An SSP that is not correlated with
relevant home behavior would likely have other interesting correlates. However,
these correlates should not be interpreted as correlates of secure base behavior.
Importantly, this would not present a challenge to attachment theory per se.
Why? Because infant attachment theory is not a theory about the SSP. Both the
evolutionary rationale, the concept of biases in infant learning abilities, and the
hypotheses about origins in the early careg iving environment address the beha
vior of human infants in naturalistic settings. The theory stands or falls on these
issues, not on the validity of a particular test. Inevitably, there will be some
cultures, age groups, or special populations in which the SSP is not significantly
correlated with secure base behavior at home. In these contexts we can always
base our assessments on observations in the home and other naturalistic settings.

Disorganized Attachment
The ABC classificat ion system was always intended to be open to extension to
capture newly noticed behav ior patterns and data from new populat ions. Even
during the Baltimore project, Ainsworth and her students noticed reunion
responses in the SSP that were not fully comprehended by the initial classifica
tion scheme. For example, the B4 pattern was not seen in the first 23 mother–
infant dyads (subsample 1) of the Baltimore project.
By far the most influential addition to the ABC classification system has been
Main and Solomon’s (1986, 1990) discovery of a group of infants who were
initially designated unclassified and are now classified Disorganized (Group D).
The hallmark of the D group is a diverse array of odd, fearful, disjointed, contra
dictory and seemingly inexplicable behav ioral responses exhibited by infants to
the careg iver in SSP reunion episodes. In the Baltimore study these behav iors
were infrequent and too difficult to comprehend to suggest a new classification.
However, such behav iors were quite common in studies of maltreated and high-
risk samples and clearly warranted theoretical analysis, a distinct classification,
and prospective studies of antecedents and sequelae (e.g., Carlson, Cicchetti,
Barnett, & Braunwald, 1989). Much of this work is summarized in Lyons-Ruth
and Jacobvitz’s (2008) Handbook of Attachment chapter and in Solomon and
George’s (2011) volume devoted to disorganized attachment and careg iving.

Attachment Is a Relationship, Not a Trait
Attachment theory and the Baltimore project were designed to shed light on a
child’s first and most lasting relationship. For almost four decades, discoveries
from SSP research have guided the development of attachment theory and
helped clarify the place of attachment in social and emotional development.
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The fact that SSP classifications with mother and father are often different
makes the important point that the procedure primarily assesses individual
relationships, not general relationship styles (see Sroufe, 1985). Avoidance and
resistance are test behaviors observed primarily in the SSP reunion episodes.
Such behaviors are rarely observed in non-test settings. Their value for
assessment is based on links to the secure base organization of behavior at home,
not discrete behaviors that seem phenotypically similar to avoidance or
resistance in the SSP. Indeed, Sroufe, Fox, and Pancake (1983) have reported
that infants who were avoidant or resistant in the SSP, were, paradoxically,
overly dependent on their preschool teachers when they were observed at
47–60 months of age (p. 1625).
The idea that qualities of first relationships eventually become or moderate
trait-like individual differences (e.g., Bowlby, 1988) is intriguing and finds
some support in personal and clinical experience. However, there is little
research support for generalizing from specific attachment-related behaviors to
trait-like consistencies across context, behavioral domains, or age. Moreover, as
Rutter (1995) has pointed out, it is not clear what kinds of processes could lead
to such outcomes. Bowlby-Ainsworth attachment theory is built on the
recognition that, even in infancy, attachment behavior is sensitive, adaptive,
and coherent across context and age. The limitations of trait constructs became
evident as soon as developmentalists recognized the meaning, complexity, and
coherence of attachment behavior. A satisfactory descriptive/explanatory
framework required an entirely new paradigm that drew concepts from
cognitive psychology, ethology, control systems, and evolutionary theory.
Despite these caveats, it seems likely that the use of avoidant, resistant,
disorganized, etc. as descriptors will persist in the attachment literature and in
informal discussion. Although this is often convenient, it is important to keep
in mind that these are merely labels. They should not be reified and their verbal
associates are not a sound basis for drawing inferences or generalizations.
Although humans are comfortable thinking in terms of traits and types, truly
trait-like consistency is relatively uncommon. Moreover, as Wiggins (1997) has
emphasized, traits label and summarize behavior. They do not explain it. If
avoidance, resistance, and disorganized behavior were strongly trait-like across
situations and age, the challenge would be to explain why. If we allow the
charm of interesting labels to undermine clear thinking and problem
formulations or to suggest magical explanations, we risk losing the key
descriptive and theoretical insights underlying attachment theory.

Conclusion
John Bowlby’s and Mary Ainsworth’s developmental attachment theory is one of
the landmark accomplishments of 20th century social and behavioral sciences. It
has generated a wealth of empirically testable hypotheses and innovations in
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assessment methods. Research has supported the key hypotheses and these results
have fared well in replications across a wide range of communities and cultures.
Moreover, Ainsworth’s conceptualizations of maternal care and interaction and
the secure base phenomenon have provided a useful framework for research on
attachment relationships well beyond infancy (e.g., Ainsworth, 1989; Crowell
et al., 2002; Waters & Waters, 2006). Although attachment theorists and
researchers need to be vigilant about keeping the secure base concept at the center
of theory and assessment, the theory remains a rich source of new insights about
relationships and development. It is also beginning to realize Bowlby’s and
Ainsworth’s goal of having significant impact on prevention and intervention
(e.g., Berlin, Zeanah, & Lieberman, 2008; Atkinson & Goldberg, 2004; Marvin,
Cooper, Hoffman, & Powell, 2002). We are delighted that Taylor & Francis have
selected Patterns of Attachment for inclusion in the Classic Editions series. Patterns of
Attachment is indeed a classic and deserves to remain widely available as a resource
and a model for new generations of attachment researchers.
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This book is about the attachment of infants to their mother figures. In it we
focus on how infant behav ior is patterned. We approach this patterning in two
main ways. First, we examine the way in which a baby’s behav ior is patterned
when the attachment system is activated at varying levels of intensity through
simple manipu lat ions of his environment in a laboratory situation, which we
have called the “strange situation.” When examining the baby’s responses to
controlled environmental changes, we observe the way in which his or her
attachment behav ior interacts with other behav ioral systems that are also
activated at varying levels of intensity and that may either compete or conflict
with attachment behav ior or augment the intensity with which attachment
behav ior is manifested. Second, we identify certain important indiv idual
differences in the way in which behav ior is patterned—both attachment beha
vior and behav ior antithetical to it—and seek to understand how such differ
ences may have arisen and how different patterns of attachment may influence
development.
We undertook writing this book in order to present the informat ion about
infant–mother attachment that we had gained through the use of a standard
laboratory situation and to compare the manifestat ions of attachment in that
situation with manifestat ions of attachment observed at home. We also wished
to review the findings of other investigat ions of attachment, especially those
that are directly comparable with ours because of their use of our strange-
situation procedure, and to compare their findings with ours, including the
findings of investigat ions that studied child ren older than the 1-year-olds
upon which our work focuses and those that are concerned with an infant’s
attachment to figures other than the mother. We report much empirical
detail, which will be of interest to all those who investigate a young child’s
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early interpersonal relat ions. The empirical detail leads, however, to a discus
sion of theoretical issues of major significance. Implicit in both the empirical
findings and in the theoretical discussions are clues both to the understanding
of developmental anoma lies and to ways in which such anoma lies might be
prevented, assuming the feasibility of early intervent ion in families in which
new babies are expected or have recently arrived. Therefore, we believe that
this volume will be of interest not only to those concerned with theory and
research into early social development, but also to diverse classes of persons
concerned with the pract ical job of providing better infant care and facilitating
optimal development in young child ren.
It seems suitable in this preface to introduce the reader to the strange situ
ation and to describe how we happened to use it and why we judged the find
ings stemm ing from its use to be of sufficient significance to focus a book on
them. The “strange situation” was the label assigned by Ainsworth and Wittig
(1969) to a standardized laboratory procedure in which several episodes, in
fixed order, were intended to activate and/or intensify infants’ attachment
behav ior. These episodes were designed to approximate situations that most
infants commonly encounter in real life. The adjective “strange” denotes
“unfam iliar,” rather than “odd” or “peculiar”; it was used because fear of the
unfam iliar is commonly referred to as “fear of the strange” (e.g., Hebb, 1946).
All of the instigat ions to attachment behav ior used in the strange situation
involved unfam iliarity.
The strange situation was origina lly devised in 1964 for use in conjunct ion
with an intensive longitudinal study of the development of infant–mother
attachment throughout the first year of life, a natura listic study in which infants
were observed in their familiar home environments. This study of 26 mother–
infant pairs living in the Baltimore area had been preceded by a comparable but
less intensive study of 28 dyads living in country villages in Uganda (Ainsworth,
1967). Despite many similarities between the two samples in regard to
attachment behav ior, three behav ioral patterns that had been highlighted in the
Ganda study emerged less strikingly in the American study: the use of
the mother as a secure base from which to explore; distress in brief, everyd ay
separat ions from the mother; and fear when encountering a stranger.
Perhaps if stronger instigat ion were provided, the American babies might be
induced to behave in much the same ways as had the Ganda infants. In the
belief that these behav iors might be evoked more incisively in an unfam iliar
situation than in the familiar home environment, the strange situation was
devised.
First, let us consider the use by an infant of his mother as a secure base from
which to explore the world. One of us (Salter, 1940) had long been interested
in the hypothesis, origina lly formulated by Blatz,1 that a young child who had
gained security in his relat ionship with his parents was emboldened thereby to
strike out to explore the world, willing to risk the insecurity initially implicit
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in a learning situation because he could rely on his parents to be available,
responsive, protective, and reassuring. If his advent ure evoked undue anxiety,
the child could easily return to “home base,” in the expectat ion that his parents
would provide the reassurance he needed. If, on the other hand, his relat ionship
with his parents was insecure, then he might not dare to leave them to explore,
not trusting them to remain available to him if he left or to be responsive when
he needed them. Lacking trust, he would stick close to his base, fearing to risk
the anxiety implicit in explorat ion and learning. This hypothesis was confirmed
in the Ganda study (Ainsworth, 1963, 1967). Infants who were judged to be
securely attached to their mothers explored actively while their mothers
conversed with the observers, and indeed they might well leave the room or
even the house in order to extend their exploratory activities. Yet most of these
same infants were acutely distressed and ceased explorat ion if it were the mother
who left them. By contrast, infants who were judged to be anxiously attached
tended to remain close to the mother, perhaps clinging to her and exploring
little or not at all.
In the course of the longitudinal study of Baltimore infants, however, nearly
all babies left their mothers to explore the familiar home environment
(Ainsworth, Bell, & Stayton, 1971), whether or not they were judged to be
secure in their attachments to their mothers (Stayton & Ainsworth, 1973).
Perhaps indiv idual differences could be discriminated in an unfam iliar envir
onment that might hence be expected to provide stronger instigat ion to attach
ment behav ior.2 Perhaps those who were anxiously attached to their mothers
might be unwilling to explore when placed in an unfam iliar situation, whereas
those who were securely attached would explore even a strange situation with
the mother present.
Antedating our strange situation was Arsenian’s study (1943) of young chil
dren in an “insecure” situation and Harlow’s (1961) work with rhesus infants in
an open-field situation. Both studies showed the effectiveness of the mother or
mother surrogate in providing security for explorat ion. Subsequently, several
studies of infants with and without their mothers in unfam iliar situations have
provided clear-cut confirmat ion of the hypothesis that infants and young chil
dren tend to explore an unfam iliar environment in the mother’s presence, but
slow down or cease explorat ion in her absence (e.g., Cox & Campbell, 1968;
Rheingold, 1969), although infants will indeed leave their mothers on their own
initiative in order to explore (Rheingold & Eckerman, 1970). The present study
not only adds further evidence of these normative tendencies, but also throws
light on indiv idual differences in maint aining explorat ion under condit ions
that also activate attachment behav ior.
Second, distress upon being separated from the mother has long been
conceived as an indicat ion that an infant has become attached to her (e.g.,
Schaffer & Emerson, 1964). Our longitudinal study of Baltimore infants
showed, however, that the average baby did not consistently protest his mother’s
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depart ure in the familiar home environment (Stayton, Ainsworth, & Main,
1973). Indeed some babies, who, by other behav ioral criteria, were clearly
attached to their mothers, showed very infrequent separat ion distress. The same
finding had been noted in the case of Ganda infants (Ainsworth, 1963, 1967),
but nevertheless the latter more frequently protested separat ion in a familiar
environment than did the Baltimore babies. On the other hand, it is well
known that, once attached to a mother figure, infants and young child ren tend
strongly to protest being separated against their will and placed in an unfam iliar
environment for any substant ial length of time (e.g., Bowlby, 1953; Heinicke &
Westheimer, 1966; Schaffer & Callender, 1959; Yarrow, 1967). Therefore it was
of interest to subject the infants in the longitudinal sample to very brief separ
at ion experiences in an unfam iliar environment in order to compare their
responses with similar minor separat ions in the home environment. It was
expected that most would be distressed by separat ion in the strange situation,
even though they might be infrequently distressed by little separat ions at home.
Third, it was of interest to observe infants’ responses to a stranger in an
unfam iliar environment. Although Spitz (e.g., 1965) maint ained that fear of
strangers (i.e., 8-month anxiety) was a milestone in normal development and a
criterion that an infant had achieved “true object relat ions,” and although
Ganda infants (Ainsworth, 1967) had been observed to be conspicuously afraid
of strangers toward the end of the first year, the Baltimore babies did not
consistently show such fear in the familiar environment of the home. Therefore
it was of interest to see whether the context of an unfam iliar environment
would heighten their fear of strangers.
The struct ure of the strange situation followed from these lines of hypothesis
and interest. Exploratory behav ior was to be observed both in the mother’s
presence and in her absence. The infant’s response to a stranger was likew ise to
be observed both in the mother’s presence and in her absence. His response to
his mother’s absence was to be seen both when he was alone and when he was
left with a stranger. His response to his mother’s return after an absence was to
be compared with his response to the return of the stranger after an absence.
The episodes of the strange situation, which are described in detail in Chapter 2,
followed from these considerat ions.
The 1-year-old, accompanied by his mother, was introduced to an unfa
miliar but otherw ise unalarming playroom where massive instigat ion to
exploratory behav ior was provided by a large array of toys. In the next episode,
an adult stranger entered, who was tactful but nevertheless unfam iliar. Then
came a brief separat ion episode in which the mother left the baby with the
stranger. Then after an episode of reunion with the mother, there was a second
separat ion in which the baby was first alone in the unfam iliar environment and
then again with the stranger, who returned before the mother reentered.
Because it was anticipated that experience in each episode would affect beha
vior in the next episode, the instigat ion to attachment behav ior expected to be
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the weakest was placed at the beginn ing and that expected to be strongest
toward the end. The expectat ions that these mild instigat ions would be cumu
lative in their effect were fulfilled.
It must be emphasized that the strange situation does not constit ute an
experiment in the literal meaning of this term. Different groups of subjects
were not assigned to different treatments in order to ascert ain the relative effect
of these treatments on some dependent behav ioral variable. Nor was it our
intent to assess the relative effects of the different kinds of instigat ion upon
intensity of attachment behav ior—an intent that would have demanded control
of order effects. On the contrary, the strange situation was designed as a
controlled laboratory procedure in which indiv idual differences among infants
could be highlighted, precisely because they were exposed to the same situation
with the same episodes in the same order.
The findings that have emerged from the use of this procedure have indeed
highlighted indiv idual differences in the way infants respond to an accumulation
of instigations to attachment behav ior. Different patterns of strange-situation
behav ior, we propose, indicate differences in the way infant–mother attachment
has become organized. We have observed the same patterns in four separate
samples of 1-year-olds, and other investigators who have used our techn iques for
the identification of patterns of attachment have confirmed our findings. Just
because the procedure provides increasingly strong instigation to attachment
behav ior through its cumulative nature, one may observe in a relatively short
span of time attachment behav ior under conditions of activation from relatively
weak to very strong. In the familiar home environment, occasions for strong
activation of attachment behav ior are infrequent, so that it requires many hours
of observation to encompass a similar range, especially in the case of a healthy
infant reared in a social environment that is sensitively responsive to him.
Nevertheless, in our longitudinal study that provided for approxmiately 72
hours of observat ion of each infant throughout the first year, it was possible to
observe patterns of attachment and, further, to relate these to patterns of
maternal behav ior. For the sample of infants thus longitudina lly observed, it
was possible to examine continuities and discont inuities of specific behav iors
between the home and laboratory environments; more important, these two
sets of data enable one to perceive the patterning or organizat ion of behav iors
that reflects continuity of an attachment of a distinctive nature, despite discon
tinuities in specific behav iors.
Consequently, the findings reported in this volume go far beyond the
specific issues that the strange situation was initially designed to investigate.
They throw light upon qualitative differences in the nature of the attachment
relat ionship itself, and, in conjunct ion with longitudinal data provided both by
ourselves and by other investigators, they also yield hypotheses of how such
qualit iative differences arose and how they exert an influence on subsequent
development.
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To anticipate a more detailed report of our findings, we can note that the
episodes of the strange situation that made the most significant contribut ion to
the ident ificat ion of patterns of attachment were the reunion episodes—those
in which the mother rejoined the baby after having been away for some minutes.
This comes as a surprise to some who may have assumed that responses during
the separat ion episodes—the episodes during which the instigat ion to attach
ment behav ior might be assumed to be strongest—would be most significant.
To us it was not surprising. The entire separat ion literature (cf., Ainsworth,
1962) suggests that the response to reunion after separat ion may well yield a
clearer picture of the state of attachment than did the response to separat ion
itself. After a relatively brief separat ion—lasting a few days or even a few
weeks—it is common to observe a great intensificat ion of attachment behav ior
upon reunion. The child seeks to be in close bodily contact with his attachment
figure and also seeks to maint ain close proximity over much longer periods
than was previously characteristic of him. It seems that separat ion has shaken
his trust in the mother’s accessibility and responsiveness, so that he scarcely
dares to let her out of sight lest she disappear again. Furthermore, he may be
more ambivalent toward her than previously. It seems that the angry feelings
aroused during the separat ion, when he felt abandoned, are not altogether
dissipated upon reunion, but mingle or alternate with his desire for renewed
contact, so that he both rejects and seeks to be close to his attachment figure.
Furthermore, a child may respond to separat ion, especially to a long and
depriving separat ion, with “detachment” behav ior, which gives the impression
that he is indifferent to the whereabouts and behav ior of his attachment figure.
In fact, however, detachment seems likely to be a product of intense conflict
between attachment behav ior activated at high levels of intensity and avoidant
behav ior evoked by the seeming reject ion implicit in the failure of the attach
ment figure to respond to him during the separat ion. This detachment behav ior,
like angry rejecting behav ior, is not likely to vanish immed iately upon reunion.
On the contrary, it may be strengthened by the high-intensity activat ion of
attachment behav ior occasioned by reunion. Consequently a child may seem
not to recogn ize his mother or may seem indifferent to her for a period of time
after reunion and before intensified attachment behav ior overtly reasserts itself.
Although one might expect to find these various reunion behav iors—
whether they be intensified attachment behav ior, angry resistance, or avoidant
detachment—to be less conspicuous and/or less prolonged after the brief separ
at ions implicit in our strange situation, nevertheless it seemed reasonable to us
to be alert for responses, similar in kind if not in degree, in the reunion epis
odes. Furthermore, because the strange-situation separat ions were so brief, it
makes sense to suppose that indiv idual differences in reunion behav iors reflect
characteristics of the infant’s attachment relat ionship to his mother—character
istics that were consolidated long before the strange situation was first
encountered.
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The final task of this preface is briefly to outline the struct ure of this volume.
But before proceeding to that task, one further point is most suitably discussed
here. The strange situation is admittedly somewhat stressful. Some have
suggested that it is unjust ifiably stressful. We must disagree. We would not have
subjected over 100 infants to an unduly stressful procedure. We designed the
situation to approximate the kind of experiences that an infant in our society
commonly encounters in real life. All American mothers whom we have
encountered do not hesitate to take their babies at least occasiona lly into unfa
miliar environments—for example, to visit an adult friend unfam iliar to the
baby or, less commonly, to take him to a day-care center, to a babysitter’s home,
or to a play group. While they are in this unfam iliar (but not otherw ise
alarming) environment, the mother may leave her baby for a few minutes—
either alone or with a stranger—whether to accompany her hostess to another
room, to go to the telephone, or to visit the bathroom. The strange situation
was modeled on such common real-life experiences.
None of the mothers in any of our four samples came to the laboratory
without having been informed in detail of every step in the procedure, how we
expected a range of babies to respond, and why we had designed the episodes
in the way that we had. Nearly all mothers that we approached agreed to parti
cipate with their babies; only one did so with any apparent misgivings, and she
was the one mother in our longitudinal sample who had a full-t ime job and
whose baby had begun to react negatively to her daily depart ures and returns.
We emphasized that any episode could be curtailed if a baby became unduly
distressed, but it was we who nearly always initiated a curtailment, while the
mother showed no concern.
After the strange situation was over, we always spent substant ial time with
the mother and baby, giving the mother an opport unity to discuss the baby’s
react ions if she wished, but in any case offering an occasion for pleasant social
interact ion. In no case did we observe any continuing distress or any adverse
effects attributable to the strange situation, and in the case of our longitudinal
sample this was so in a follow-up visit three weeks later. Indeed we were soon
convinced that we were far more concerned about the anxiety that might have
been associated with the brief separat ion experiences implicit in the strange-
situation procedure than were the parents—who had little or no compunct ion
about imposing much longer separat ions on their babies, often under less than
optimum condit ions.
Nevertheless we acknowledge that the strange-situation procedure might not
approximate common experiences of infants who are reared differently, whether
in other societies or by atypical parents in our own society; and we cast no asper
sions by our term “atypical,” for these may be highly sensitive parents who avoid
all unnecessary occasions for separat ion. It seems entirely likely that Ainsworth’s
(1967) Ganda infants and Konner’s (1972) Bushman babies could not have
tolerated the strange situation. Recently Takahashi (personal commun icat ion)
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informed us that the Japanese mothers of her sample would not consent to
leaving their babies alone in an unfam iliar situation, although they did not
object to leaving them with a stranger. The strange situation surely should not
be imposed on a baby whose parents are reluctant to cooperate, especially if they
have reason to expect that he would be especially disturbed either by separat ion
or by encountering a stranger. For all but a few infants in our middle-class
society, however, we are convinced that there is no uncommon stress implicit in
the strange-situation procedure, and we are even more convinced that the
scientific yield of the strange-situation procedure has been great indeed.
Now let us introduce the reader to the rest of this volume. Chapter 1 deals
with the theoretical backg round that underlies our research. It is necessary in
order to follow our interpretat ions of the findings. Those who are thoroughly
conversant with etholog ical–evolut ionary attachment theory (e.g., Ainsworth,
1969, 1972; Bowlby, 1969, 1973) will perhaps find little new in Chapter 1 and
may wish to speed on to later chapters.
Part II deals with method. Chapter 2 introduces the reader to our total sample
of 106 infants and presents the strange-situation procedure in the kind of detail
necessary if others are to replicate it. Chapter 3 presents the behav ioral measures
we used in our data reduction. There are three types of assessment: (1) frequency
measures of an ordinary kind, which are used chiefly to deal with “discrete”
behaviors (specific behav iors considered separately from other behav iors); (2)
special scoring of interactive behav iors (“categorical” measures that assume a
degree of equivalence among goal-corrected behav iors with a common set-goal,
and that thus themselves take behav ioral patterning into account); and (3) classi
fication of infants according to the patterns of behav ior they displayed. Although
the frequency measures are almost self-explanatory, the reader will need to
become familiar with the categorical measures and with the classificatory system
in order to follow our presentation of findings with understanding and ease.
Part III is concerned with results, both of our own strange-situation research
and that of others who have used the strange-situation procedure with little or
no modificat ion. Chapter 4 contains a descriptive account of behav ior in each
episode of the strange situation. This analysis is etholog ica lly inspired. It seemed
desirable to provide this detailed account of strange-situation behav ior before
reducing the data to more manipu lable behav ioral measures. This account is
prerequisite to the analysis of the activat ion and terminat ion of specific beha
viors, of changes in behav iors as the activat ion of the attachment system
becomes more intense, and of the ways in which different attachment behav iors
are alternative to each other and hence interchangeable to some extent.
Chapter 5 is a normative account of behav ioral changes across episodes of the
strange situation. This analysis, reported previously for a smaller sample
(Ainsworth, Bell, & Stayton, 1971), deals with the variations across episodes of
the various behav ioral measures. In a sense, it summarizes the detailed episode-
by-episode analysis of Chapter 4.
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Chapters 6, 7, and 8 deal with indiv idual differences in strange-situation
behav ior. Chapter 6 is devoted to a multiple discriminant funct ion analysis,
which examines the reliability of the classificatory system that is our primary
method of identif ying patterns of attachment. Among other things, this analysis
ascertains the extent to which the specificat ions for classificat ion actua lly
contribute to discriminating one classificatory group from the others.
Chapters 7 and 8 focus on indiv idual differences in our longitudinal sample,
comparing strange-situation patterns with behav iors manifested at home
during both the first and fourth quarters of the first year. Chapter 7 compares
infant behav ior at home with behav ior in the strange situation. This analysis is
highly pertinent to the issue of the stability of both attachment behav iors and
patterns of attachment over time and across situations. It is also essent ial to the
interpretat ion of strange-situation patterns as indicative of qualitative differ
ences in the infant–mother attachment relat ionship. Chapter 8 examines the
relat ionship of maternal behav ior at home to infant behav ior in the strange situ
ation—an analysis that throws light upon the influence of indiv idual differ
ences in maternal behav ior on indiv idual differences in the quality of the
attachment of infant to mother.
Chapters 9 and 10 are review chapters. Chapter 9 deals with the findings of
other investigat ions of the behav ior of 1-year-olds in the strange situation,
whereas Chapter 10 is concerned with the behav ior of child ren between 2 and
4. These important chapters extend the scope of our research. In most instances
the findings reported therein confirm and extend our findings, although some
studies, especially some of those dealing with older child ren, suggest limita
tions. Other studies yield apparent discrepancies between their findings and
ours that seem best explained in terms of the use of different methods of
appraisal.
We then return again specifica lly to a considerat ion of indiv idual differ
ences. Chapter 11 examines the stability of patterns of attachment and attach
ment behav ior shown when the strange situation is repeated after varying lapses
of time. Chapter 12 considers indiv idual differences in patterns of behav ior as
they are more finely reflected in subgroup differences, over and above the way
in which they are reflected in differences among the three main classificatory
groups that were the theme of many of the findings reported in Chapters 6
through 11. These subgroups are too small for one to be able to meaningfully
assess the statistical significance of the differences among them. Hence the
reader who is interested in the general thrust of our argument rather than in
possibly suggestive detail may wish to skip on to Part IV.
In Part IV the findings reported in Part III are discussed in the light of both
theoretical considerat ions and other relevant findings reported in the research
literature. Chapter 13 focuses on the discussion of the normative findings,
which may now be better understood after our considerat ion of indiv idual
differences. Chapter 14 considers indiv idual differences in the light of diverse
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theoretical paradigms—evolut ionary–etholog ical attachment theory (summar
ized in Chapter 1) and two paradigms stemm ing from social-learning theory.
Here we attempt to deal with some recent criticisms of attachment research and
of the concept of attachment. It seems obvious to us that these criticisms are
attributable to divergent paradigms, leading to research asking different ques
tions, and conducted with procedures different from ours. Insofar as it is possible
to make a bridge between divergent paradigms, we believe that the findings
reported in this volume provide a definitive reply to the kind of criticisms made
to date. Finally, Chapter 15 provides an interpretat ion of the patterns of attach
ment that have emerged as the most significant set of findings of our research,
along with a discussion of some of the ways in which they seem likely to influ
ence early development.
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Notes
1

2

MDSA first heard William Blatz speak of a child using his parents as a secure base
from which to venture forth to learn when she was a student in his course at the
University of Toronto in 1934–35. It was not until 30 years later (Blatz, 1966) that
he explicitly published his “security theory.”
It now seems likely to us that the Ganda infants, being more afraid of strangers than
the Baltimore infants were, found even the familiar home environment more
stressf ul because of the presence of the visitor-observers, and that this highlighted
indiv idual differences in their use of the mother as a secure base from which to
explore.
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1
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Introduction
Attachment theory was given its first preliminary statement in John Bowlby’s
1958 paper entitled “The Nature of a Child’s Tie to His Mother.” It was fully
launched by the first volume of his trilogy on Attachment and Loss in 1969,
which was followed by a second volume in 1973. The first two reports of
research inspired by Bowlby’s early formulat ion were by Ainsworth (1963,
1964) and Schaffer and Emerson (1964). Since then there has been an increasing
volume of research relevant to infant–mother attachment, including research
into mother–infant interact ion and into early social development. There is no
doubt that the further formulat ion of attachment theory, as represented in
Bowlby’s major works (1969, 1973) was influenced by this research. In the
meant ime other statements of attachment theory have emerged, some of which
(e.g., Ainsworth, 1969, 1972; Sroufe & Waters, 1977) dovet ail closely with
Bowlby’s evolut ionary–etholog ical approach. In contrast, others (e.g., Cairns,
1972; Gewirtz, 1972a, 1972b; Maccoby & Masters, 1970) have attempted to
assimilate attachment theory to other earlier paradigms.

Attachment Theory as a New Paradigm
Bowlby’s attachment theory stemmed from a convergence of several important
trends in the biolog ical and social sciences. An initial psychoanalytic orienta
tion was integrated with the biolog ical discipline of ethology and its insistence
on viewing behav ior in an evolut ionary context; with psychobiology and its
focus on neurophysiolog ical, endocrine, and receptor processes that interact
with environmental stimuli to activate and terminate the activity of behav ioral
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systems; with control-systems theory, which directs attent ion to “inner
programm ing” and links behav ioral theory to an informat ion-processing
model of cognit ion; and with Piaget’s struct ural approach to the development
of cognit ion. Although this integrat ion was undert aken primarily to under
stand the origin, funct ion, and development of an infant’s early social relat ions,
that part of Bowlby’s theory that deals specifica lly with attachment is embedded
in a general theory of behav ior that owes much to its several origins.
Attachment theory might be described as “program atic” and openended. It
does not purport to be a tight network of proposit ions on the basis of which
hypotheses may be formulated, any one of which, in the event of an adequate
but unsuccessful test, could invalidate the theory as a whole. Instead, this is an
explanatory theory—a guide to understanding data already at our disposal and
a guide to further research. “Validation” is a matter of collecting evidence
relevant to “construct validity” (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955), with the implica
tion that the “construct” itself can be elaborated and refined through further
research, rather than standing or falling on the basis of one crucial experiment.
Despite its lack of resemblance to a mathematicophysical theory, both the
general theory of behav ior and attachment theory amount to what Kuhn (1962)
termed a paradigm change for developmental psychology—a complete shift of
perspective. According to Kuhn, such paradigm changes are at the root of
scientific revolut ions and account for the major advances in science, even
though much constructive endeavor must follow the advancement of a new
paradigm before it is fleshed out fully.
Kuhn emphasized the difficulty encountered by adherents of earlier
paradigms in assimilating the implicat ions of the new paradigm. Such difficulty
is unavoidable, for a new paradigm comes into being in an attempt to account
for findings that older paradigms could not deal with adequately. For Bowlby
the inexplicable findings pertained to a young child’s responses to separat ion
from his mother figure. Although a new paradigm may build on older ones and
must also account for the empirical findings that they dealt with adequately, the
new paradigm cannot be assimilated to an old paradigm—not without such
substant ial accommodat ion that the old paradigm is changed beyond recogn i
tion and itself becomes a new paradigm more or less akin to the other new one
that could not readily be assimilated. We hold that Bowlby’s attachment theory
constit utes a new paradigm for research into social development. It is in terms
of this paradigm that we interpret our findings—and indeed we view our find
ings as helping to flesh out the framework of the new paradigm.
Although in Chapters 9, 10, and 14 we also discuss some researches that
stemmed from divergent paradigms, we are cognizant of Kuhn’s warning that
it is difficult to move from one paradigm to another. Ainsworth (1969)
attempted an elucidat ion of the differences between three major paradigms
relevant to an infant’s relat ionship with his mother; we shall not repeat this
endeavor here. The attachment theory that we shall summarize in this chapter
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is based on Bowlby’s paradigm, with particu lar emphasis on those aspects that
are most relevant to the research with which this volume is concerned.

The Behavioral System
One of the major features of Bowlby’s general theory of behav ior is the concept
of a behav ioral system. To etholog ists this “construct” is so fundamental that it
scarcely requires explanat ion. (Nevertheless, see Baerends, 1975, for a detailed
discussion of behav ioral systems.) Bowlby holds that the human species is
equipped with a number of behav ioral systems that are species characteristic
and that have evolved because their usual consequences have contributed
substant ially to species survival. Some of these systems are toward the labile end
of an environmenta lly labile vs. environmenta lly stable continuum. An “envir
onmenta lly stable” system manifests itself in much the same ways throughout
almost all members of the species (or almost all members of one sex) despite
wide variations in the environments in which the various populat ions that
compose the species have been reared and in which they now live. The mani
festat ions of a relatively “labile” system vary considerably across the various
populat ions in the species in accordance with environmental variations.
For those who are not conversant with evolut ionary theory, it is perhaps
useful to explain that “survival,” in terms of natural select ion means species
survival or at least populat ion survival. It implies survival of the indiv idual only
to the extent that he or she survives to produce viable offspring and to rear
them successfully. Natural select ion implies that the genes of the most repro
ductively successful indiv idua ls come to be represented in larger proport ion in
the “gene pool” than the genes of indiv idua ls who do not survive long enough
to reproduce, who survive but do not produce as many offspring, whose
offspring do not survive to sexual maturity, or whose offspring do not repro
duce, and so on. Given the natural-select ion process, it is scarcely surprising
that among the most environmenta lly stable behav ioral systems characteristic
of many species (including the human species) are those concerned with
reproduct ion and with care and protect ion of the young.
It is genera lly acknowledged that the relatively long period of infantile help
lessness characteristic of humans, together with a relative lack of fixed-action
patterns, provides the necessary condit ions for flexibility and learning—for
adaptat ion to a very wide range of environmental variation. Nevertheless a
long period of immat urity implies a long period of vulnerability during which
the child must somehow be protected. Bowlby argues, therefore, that human
young must be equipped with a relatively stable behav ioral system that operates
to promote sufficient proximity to the principal careg iver—the mother
figure—that parental protect ion is facilitated. This system—attachment beha
vior—supplements a complementary behav ioral system in the adult—maternal
behav ior—that has the same funct ion.
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Attachment behav ior conceived as a behav ioral system is not to be equated
with any specific bit of behav ior. First, the external, observable behav ioral
components are not the only components of the system; there are intraorg an
ism ic, organizat ional components as well. These are discussed later. Second,
there may be a variety of behav iors that serve the system as action components,
and indeed a specific behav ioral component may, in the course of development,
come to serve more than one behav ioral system. Nevertheless several behav iors
may be classed together as serving a given behav ioral system because they
usually have a common outcome. The behav iors thus classed together may be
diverse in form. They may be classed together because each is an essent ial
component of a series of behav iors that lead to the outcome, such as nest
building among birds, or they may constit ute alternative modes of arriving at
the outcome, as in the case of attachment behav ior. Bowlby refers to the
outcome as “predictable,” to imply that once the system is activated the outcome
in quest ion often occurs, although not invariably. If the outcome did not occur
consistently enough and in enough indiv idua ls, however, the survival of the
species would be at risk.

Predictable Outcome
The predictable outcome of a child’s attachment behav ior is to bring him into
closer proximity with other people, and particu larly with that specific indi
vidual who is primarily responsible for his care. Bowlby refers to this indiv idual
as the “mother figure,” and indeed in the human species, as well as in other
species, this indiv idual is usually the biolog ical mother. The mother figure is,
however, the principal careg iver, whether the natural mother or someone else
who plays that role. Some behav ioral components of the attachment system are
signaling behav iors—such as crying, calling, or smiling—that serve to attract a
careg iver to approach the child or to remain in proximity once closeness has
been achieved. Other components are more active; thus, once locomotion has
been acquired, the child is able to seek proximity to his attachment figure(s) on
his own account.

Causation of Activation and Termination of Behavior
Several sets of condit ions play a part in the activat ion of a given behav ioral
system, both specific and general, and within both the organism and the envir
onment. Bowlby notes that the most specific causal factors are the way in which
the behav ioral systems are organized within the central nervous system and the
presence or absence of certain objects within the environment. From the study
of other species, we also know that hormones may have a fairly specific influ
ence on behav ior, although our knowledge of hormonal influences on human
attachment behav ior or reciprocal maternal behav ior is sparse indeed. Among
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the more general factors that play a part in the causat ion of behav ior are the
current state of activity of the central nervous system—its state of “arousal”—
and the total stimu lat ion impinging on the organism at the time. These five
classes of causat ion act together; no one of them may be sufficient to set a
behav ioral system into action unless one or more of the other factors are also
favorable.
Among the various environmental condit ions that may activate attachment
behav ior in a young child who has already become attached to a specific figure
are absence of or distance from that figure, the figure’s departing or returning
after an absence, rebuff by or lack of responsiveness of that figure or of others,
and alarming events of all kinds, including unfam iliar situations and strangers.
Among the various internal condit ions are illness, hunger, pain, cold, and the
like. In addit ion, whether in early infancy or in later years, it seems apparent
that attachment behav ior may be activated, sustained, or intensified by other
less intense condit ions that are as yet not well understood. Thus, for example,
an infant when picked up may mold his body to the person who holds him, thus
manifesting proximity/contact-m aint aining behav ior, even though his attach
ment behav ior may not have been activated at any substant ial level of intensity
before being picked up. Or a somewhat older infant or young child may respond
with attachment behav ior to a figure—particu larly a familiar one—who soli
cits his response and interact ion. Indeed he may seek to initiate such interact ion
himself, and if the figure is a familiar careg iver or (later) an attachment figure,
one could argue that the behav iors involved in the initiation and in the
subsequent interact ion operate in the service of the attachment system. As for
the most specific intraorg anism ic factor—the organizat ion of behav ioral
systems within the central nervous system—we shall only say at this junct ure
that whatever constit ut ional organizat ion is present at birth becomes substan
tially modified and elaborated through experience, and that indiv idual differ
ences in experience may be presumed to result in different patterns of
organizat ion. Thus, although one may genera lize to some extent about the
condit ions likely to activate attachment behav ior, the factor of internal organ
izat ion is highly specific to the indiv idual and, in addit ion, specific to his
particu lar stage of development.
The condit ions for terminat ion of a behav ioral system are conceived by
Bowlby as being as complex as the condit ions of activat ion, and as related both
to the intensity with which the system had been activated and to the particu lar
behav ioral component of the system that was involved. Thus the most effective
terminating condit ion for infant crying is close bodily contact contingent upon
being picked up by the mother figure (Bell & Ainsworth, 1972), whereas simple
approach behav ior in a 1-year-old may be terminated by achieving a degree of
proximity without requiring close bodily contact. On the other hand, if the
attachment system has been activated at a high level of intensity, close contact
may be required for the terminat ion of attachment behav ior.

8
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A note on terminology may be helpful to the reader. Bowlby (1969) uses the
term “attachment behav ior” to refer to both the behav ioral system and to the
behav ioral components thereof—a usage that may occasion confusion among
readers unaccustomed to the concept of behav ioral systems. We have attempted
to use the plural term, “attachment behav iors” to refer to the action compon
ents that serve the behav ioral system, while reserving the singular term “attach
ment behav ior” or the somewhat clumsy term “attachment behav ioral system”
to refer to the system.

Biological Function
The biolog ical funct ion of a behav ioral system is to be disting uished from the
causes of the behav ioral system’s having been activated. It is an outcome of the
behav ioral system’s having been activated, but whereas there may be more than
one predictable outcome, the biolog ical funct ion of the system is defined as that
predictable outcome that afforded a certain survival advantage in the “environ
ment of evolut ionary adaptedness”—the original environment in which the
system first emerged as a more or less environmenta lly stable system, and to
which it may be said to be adapted in the evolut ionary sense. Biological
programing continues to bias members of the species to behave in the ways that
gave survival advantage in this original environment. The biolog ical funct ion
of the behav ioral system may or may not give special survival advantage in one
or another of the various environments in which populat ions now live, but
unless changes in the average expectable environment render the behav ioral
system a liability, it will be maint ained in the repertoire of the species.
Bowlby (1969) proposed that the biolog ical funct ion of the attachment
system is protect ion, and he suggested that it was most specifica lly protect ion
from predators in the environment of evolut ionary adaptedness. Indeed, field
studies of other species suggest that infants who get out of proximity to their
mothers are very likely to become victims of predat ion. He argued, however,
that even in the present-d ay environment of Western society a child is much
more vulnerable to disaster (for example, to becoming a victim of a traffic acci
dent) if alone rather than accompanied by a responsible adult (Bowlby, 1973).
Indeed, he noted that even adults of any society tend to be less vulnerable to
mishap if with a companion than when alone. Therefore, he felt comfortable
about specifying protect ion as continuing to be the biolog ical funct ion of
attachment behav ior and its reciprocal parental behav ior.
The implicat ion is that the reciprocal behav iors of child and parent (Hinde,
1976a, 1976b, would term these “complementary” behav iors) are adapted to
each other in an evolut ionary sense. Thus, a child’s attachment behav ior is
adapted to an environment containing a figure—the mother figure—who is
both accessible to him and responsive to his behav ioral cues. To the extent that
the environment of rearing approximates the environment to which an infant’s
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behav iors are phylogenetica lly adapted, his social development will follow a
normal course. To the extent that the environment of rearing departs from the
environment to which his behav iors are adapted, developmental anoma lies may
occur. Thus, for example, an infant reared for a long period, from early infancy
onward, in an instit ut ional environment in which he has so little consistent
interact ion with any one potent ial attachment figure that he fails to form an
attachment may, when subsequently fostered and thus given an opport unity to
attach himself, be unable to attach himself to anyone (e.g., Goldfarb, 1943;
Provence & Lipton, 1962.)
The foregoing example raises an important point for attachment theory—
namely, that just as an infant is predisposed to exhibit attachment behav ior
under appropriate circumstances, he is predisposed to form an attachment to a
specific figure or figures. The predictable outcome of both the activat ion of the
attachment behav ioral system and attachment as a bond is the maintenance of a
degree of proximity to the attachment figure(s); and similarly, in each case, the
biolog ical funct ion is protect ion. We discuss attachment as bond and its relat ion
to attachment behav ior later in this chapter. Here we merely wish to point out
that it is under very unusual circumstances that an infant or young child
encounters condit ions such that his attachment behav ior does not result in the
format ion of an attachment. Although, as noted above, instit ut ion-reared
infants may not become attached to anyone, most family-reared infants do
become attached, even to unresponsive or punitive mother figures.

Goal-Corrected Behavior
Species-characteristic behav ior systems may consist of fixed-action patterns
that operate more or less independently of environmental feedback or that may
at least have some fixed-action components in the system. Bowlby’s general
theory of behav ior specified, however, that species-characteristic behav iors
may also be flexible and goal directed. Here he draws upon control-systems
theory. A control system is a machine that may be described as operating
purposively. The “goal” is built into the device by the men who program it, or
“set” it. Feedback is the essent ial mechanism through which the machine
achieves its goal. There is a mechanism for receiving “input” and one for
effecting “output.” The results of the output are fed back through the receptor
mechanism to affect further output in accordance with the way the device is
programed.
The simplest kind of control system is a regulator—for example, a thermo
stat. The purpose is to maint ain the temperature of a room at a level at which
the thermostat is set—the specific “set-goal” of the device. (One may change
the set-goal by chang ing the thermostat to another level.) When the receptor
mechanism receives informat ion that the room temperature has dropped below
the level of the set-goal, it turns on the heating system through its effector
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mechanism; when informat ion is received that the temperature has reached (or
slightly surpassed) the set-goal level, it turns the heating system off. Many of
the physiolog ical systems operate homeostatica lly in essent ially the same way as
a regulator.
A more complex kind of control system is a servomechanism, such as power
steering. In such a system the “setting” is continua lly changed by the human
operator, and the system acts to bring performance into accord with the setting
at each change. Another example is the action of the antim issile missile. Here
the instruct ions are built into the machine in the course of its manufact ure; its
set-goal is the intercept ion of another missile. Its effector system alters the speed
and direct ion of its movement in accordance with feedback from its receptor
mechanism, which monitors not only the distance and direct ion of the other
missile but also the way in which the discrepancy between their relative posi
tions changes as a result of their movements relative to each other. The set-goal
and action of the missile is like that of the peregr ine falcon that “stoops” to
intercept another bird in flight. The only substant ial difference between the
falcon and the antim issile missile is that the missile’s program was built into it
by its manufact urers, whereas the falcon’s biolog ical program results from
natural select ion. In the case of the falcon this programing provides the equip
ment that enables continuously chang ing visual input to guide the movements
that control the course and speed of flight, so that the predictable outcome is
the achievement of the set-goal—the intercept ion of prey.
“Goal corrected” is the term that Bowlby (1969) suggests as preferable to
“goal directed” to describe behav ioral systems that are struct ured in terms of
set-goals. He suggests that complex behav ioral systems of this sort are charac
teristic of the human species—systems that may be described as purposive and
flexible and yet that have a basis of biolog ical programing. The attachment
system provides an interesting example, because it has both the features of a
simple regulator and the flexibility of a much more complex control system.
The setting of the set-goal—that is, the degree of proximity to an attachment
figure specified by the set-goal—differs from time to time depending on
circumstances. When the set-goal is set widely, a child may venture a sub
stantial distance from his mother before the set-goal is exceeded, attachment
behav ior is activated, and the specified degree of proximity restored.
As suggested earlier, however, a variety of different condit ions may activate
attachment behav ior, in addit ion to exceeding the distance (and time) away
from the attachment figure that was specified by the “original” setting of the
set-goal. Depending on the intensity with which such condit ions may activate
the attachment system, the set-goal may abruptly change its setting to specify
the required degree of proximity more narrowly. Indeed, when the attachment
system is activated to a high degree of intensity, the set-goal may be close
bodily contact, and attachment behav ior will not be terminated until this new
set-goal has been achieved. Furthermore, there is substant ial flexibility in the
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attachment behav iors that may be used for the achievement of the set-goal. The
model of the simple regulator is approximated only when the attachment figure
is stationary and inactive. The ways in which the attachment figure behaves
influence the ways in which the child’s repertoire of attachment behav iors is
deployed to achieve the current set-goal. Finally, although the “behav ioral
homeostasis” associated with the simple regulator model has general descriptive
value, the attachment behav ioral system is organized along much more complex
lines. Overemphasis on the simple model has led many to assume that Bowlby’s
attachment theory defines attachment behav ior rigidly and exclusively in terms
of seeking literal proximity—a concept ion that is inadequate even when
describing the attachment and attachment behav ior of a 1-year-old and that is
clearly misleading when attempting to comprehend the behav ior of the older
child or adult.
Clearly Bowlby conceives of some very complex adult behav ior stemm ing
from species-characteristic behav ioral systems. An example of this is parental
behav ior. In this case, however, there seems to be so much flexibility attribut
able to feedback from environmental condit ions that the program followed by
the system can only be perceived by stepping back from the details of behav iors
in a given situation to look at the consistent pattern of behav ior toward a
common set-goal that is apparent across a variety of geographical and cultural
environments.

Organization of Behavior
The behav iors classed together as serving a given behav ioral system may be
organized in different ways. The simplest mode of organizat ion is chaining, in
which the “output” of each link in the chain provides input to activate the next
behav ioral link—a mode of organizat ion familiar to us through S–R psycho
logy. Another more complex mode of organizat ion, deemed by Bowlby to be
more characteristic of most human behav ior, is a hierarchical form of organiz
at ion. One form of hierarchical organizat ion is governed by a plan (Miller,
Galanter, & Pribram, 1960.) In a plan, as Bowlby describes it, the overall struc
ture of the behav ior is governed by a set-goal, whereas the indiv idual behav i
oral components for achieving the set-goal vary according to circumstances.
In the neonate the separate behav iors that may be classed together as attach
ment behav ior because they promote proximity/contact with careg ivers form a
behav ioral system whose components have minimal organizat ion. Each beha
vioral component—for example, crying, sucking, smiling—has its distinctive
condit ions for activat ion and terminat ion; and indeed, as Bowlby suggested,
each might be viewed as a fixed-action pattern. About the middle of the first
year of life, however, attachment behav ior begins to become goal corrected and
to be organized in accordance with plans although these may at first be very
primitive.
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As an example of a primitive plan of this sort, let us consider the case of the
infant, engaged in exploratory play at some distance from his mother, who
notices her get up and move away. Her movement may or may not have
exceeded the limits of the proximity set-goal operative at the time, but the very
fact that she takes the initiative in increasing the distance between them may
arouse anxiety about her continuing accessibility, may narrow the limits of the
set-goal, and may activate attachment behav ior at a higher level of intensity. In
such a case the baby may follow his mother with more urgency, seeking to
establish closer proximity with her than before; he may signal to her by crying
or calling, which may induce her to stop and wait for him or reverse direct ion
and approach him; or he may do both. Even though this situation may evoke
behav ior no more complex than this, the baby may be viewed as having a prim
itive plan—namely, to get into closer proximity to his mother, and as having
alternative behav iors available to him in terms of which he can implement his
plan, choosing the one that best seems to suit his evaluation of the situation.
Thus even a very simple plan has a set-goal and a choice of alternative beha
viors, or perhaps a sequence of behav iors in terms of which the plan may be
implemented and the set-goal achieved.

The Role of Cognitive Processes and Learning
It is clear that the organizat ion of behav ior in accordance with a plan involves
cognitive processes and that these are far beyond the ability of the neonate.
Only after considerable cognitive development has taken place does an infant
become capable of plans. Although attachment theory cannot be ident ified as
primarily a cognitive theory, Bowlby clearly conceives of the development of
attachment as intert wined with cognitive development. Later in this chapter
we mention some of the cognitive acquisit ions that precede or coincide with
important shifts in the course of the development of attachment. Here, however,
we wish to make special mention of Bowlby’s (1969) concepts of “working
models” and “cognitive maps,” which consist of inner representat ions of the
attachment figure(s), the self, and the environment. Although it is obvious that
such representat ional models become increasingly complex with experience, it
is clearly necessary that some kind of simple representat ions of this sort be
constructed before there may be hierarchical organizat ion of behav ior according
to plans.
It is inconceivable that the way in which behav ior systems characteristic of
the human species operate would not be changed to a degree commensurate
with the elaborat ion of representat ional models, and also with the further
development of commun icat ion, especially the acquisit ion of language. Bowlby
plainly indicates that this must be the case with the attachment system. Critics
of attachment theory do not seem to have grasped the implicat ions of either
goal-corrected attachment behav ior or hierarchical organizat ion according to
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plans; on the contrary they seem to have paid attent ion only to the simple regu
latory or homeostatic model, which Bowlby did discuss in detail in conjunct ion
with presenting the concept of set-goal. Under certain circumstances and
within a certain early age range, this model does indeed capture the main
features of the regulat ion of attachment behav ior. Bowlby would agree with his
critics that literal proximity specified in feet and yards is a very inadequate way
of delineating the set-goal of the attachment system in the case of the older
child or adult. Even for an infant this model yields an oversimplified picture.
Bowlby (1973) emphasizes the importance of the infant’s confidence in his
mother’s accessibility and responsiveness. If in the course of his experience in
interact ion with his mother he has built up expectat ions that she is genera lly
accessible to him and responsive to his signals and commun icat ions, this
provides an important “modifier” to his proximity set-goal under ordinary
circumstances. If his experience has led him to distrust her accessibility or
responsiveness, his set-goal for proximity may well be set more narrowly. In
either case, circumstances—her behav ior or the situation in general—may
make her seem less accessible or responsive than usual, with effects on the literal
distance implicit in a proximity set-goal. (Carr, Dabbs, and Carr, 1975, have
demonstrated this point by comparing the effects of the mother’s facing or
facing away from the child.) Simple expectat ions regarding the mother’s access
ibility and responsiveness, as they differ with circumstance, are incorporated
into the representat ional model a child constructs of his mother figure.
As the representat ional model of his attachment figure becomes consolidated
and elaborated in the course of experience, the child becomes able to sustain his
relat ionship with that figure over increasingly longer periods of absence and
without significant distress—provided that the separat ions are agreed to will
ingly and the reasons for them understood. Under such circumstances the older
child or adult may employ distant modes of interact ion to reaffi rm the access
ibility and responsiveness of the attachment figure. Telephone calls, letters, or
tapes may help to ameliorate absence; photog raphs and keepsakes help to bolster
the symbolic representat ion of the absent figure. (Robertson and Robertson,
1971, reported deliberate use of such symbolic modes in supporting the ability
to withstand separat ion of child ren even in the second and third years of life.)
Our language usage offers testimony that proximity/contact is often conceived
at the representat ional level. We talk about “feeling close” to some one,
“keeping in touch,” and “keeping in contact.”
Nevertheless, inner representations cannot entirely supplant literal proximity
and contact, nor can they provide more than minimal comfort in the case of
inexplicable and/or permanent loss of an attachment figure—neither for a young
child nor for a mature adult. When people are attached to another, they want to
be with their loved one. They may be content for a while to be apart in the
pursuit of other interests and activities, but the attachment is not worthy of the
name if they do not want to spend a substantial amount of time with their
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attachment figures—that is to say, in proximity and interaction with them.
Indeed, even an older child or adult will sometimes want to be in close bodily
contact with a loved one, and certainly this will be the case when attachment
behav ior is intensely activated—say, by disaster, intense anxiety, or severe illness.

Interplay Among Behavioral Systems
Let us return to a considerat ion of attachment behav ior as one of several beha
vioral systems that may be activated at a greater or lesser degree of intensity in
any given situation. What happens when two or more systems are activated
simultaneously? If one is very much more intensely activated than the others,
that system determines the resulting overt behav ior, and neither the observer
nor the “behaver” may discern any conflict. If two systems are activated at
more nearly equal levels of intensity, the more strongly activated may neverthe
less determine the behav ioral outcome, and the less intensely activated system
may be represented only in terms of behav ioral fragments, or perhaps ident ified
in terms of the behav ior that swings into action when the dominant system is
terminated. An example is the behav ior of a bird at a window feeding tray
when a person comes to the window to observe the bird. In such a situation
there is likely to be conflict for the bird between tendencies to feed and to flee.
If feeding behav ior is activated more strongly than flight, the bird will remain,
but it may well manifest its conflict by interspersing feeding behav ior with
incipient “take-off ” movements, which etholog ists term “intent ion move
ments.” These movements are overt manifestat ions of the activat ion of the
flight system, even though the bird continues to feed interm ittently without
actua lly flying away. If, on the other hand, the flight system is activated more
strongly than the feeding system, the bird will fly away, but the fact that the
feeding system is still at a significant level of activat ion will be shown if, as often
happens, he soon returns to the feeding tray. And if the human observer is
tactful enough to withd raw somewhat, it is likely that the flight system’s level
of activat ion will be reduced to the extent that the level of activat ion of feeding
behav ior becomes relatively stronger and the bird will remain to feed. This
kind of conflict with similar behav ioral solut ions may be seen in the responses
of 1-year-olds to the stranger in the strange situation, and is reported and
discussed in later chapters.
When the two competing behav ioral systems are more nearly equal in level
of activat ion, it is likely that both will be represented in overt behav ior in one
way or another. One way in which both might be represented is in alternate
behav iors. Thus the bird, in our previous example, might alternate between
flights away from the feeding tray and returns to peck a few grains before flying
away again. Or in our strange situation, a 1-year-old child, conflicted between
friendly approach to a pleasant but unfam iliar adult and a tendency to avoid her
because she is unfam iliar, may approach the stranger but then immed iately
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withd raw (usually returning to the mother), only to pause for a moment and
then approach the stranger again, perhaps repeating this sequence several times.
Another way in which both competing systems may express themselves in
overt behav ior is in some kind of combinat ion. Coy behav ior represents such a
combinat ion. A person—child or adult—both attracted to another person and
wary of him/her, may simult aneously smile and look away, the smile serving
an affiliative or sociable system and the look away serving a wary/fearful system.
Sometimes a behav ior, not activated intensely enough to overr ide another
behav ioral system that blocks its expression, may be redirected toward a goal
object other than toward the one that elicited it. Thus a person whose aggressive/
angry behav ior is activated by the actions of another of whom he is also afraid
or fears to offend may “redirect” aggressive behav ior toward a third person or
toward an inanimate object—an outcome referred to by psychoanalysts as
“displacement.”
Even when there is no substant ial degree of conflict between systems—that
is, when one system is activated so strongly as to clearly overr ide another—our
understanding of the organizat ion of behav ior is greatly enhanced if we view
the operat ion of one behav ior system in the context of other systems. Thus, to
comprehend how 1-year-olds manifest attachment behav ior in the strange situ
ation, we must trace through, episode by episode, the interplay among attach
ment behav ior, wary/fearful behav ior, exploratory behav ior, and in some
episodes, sociable (or affiliative) behav ior directed toward the stranger. The
training that most of us have received does not make it easy to concept ua lize
the interplay of as many as four complex systems, let alone to take into account
the complex condit ions that determine the level of activat ion of each of them.
Bischof (1975) provides a control-systems model that illust rates the interplay
among the four systems that are of most concern to us in strange-situation
research. Bischof would be the first to agree that even his complex model
represents an oversimplificat ion of the complexities of real-life behav ior.
Nevertheless, we believe it to be a fine contribut ion toward an understanding
of how intraorg anism ic and environmental condit ions operate to determine
which of four behav ior systems will be activated most intensely and thus will
control behav ioral output. The model is not complex enough, however, to
handle the manifestat ions of conflict behav ior described earlier in this section.

Behaviors May Serve More Than One System
In each species there may be a few specific behav iors that are unique to one and
only one behav ioral system. Examples of this are difficult to find in the human
species. Looking, for example, may serve a wide variety of behav ioral systems,
perhaps from earliest infancy onward. One looks at a novel object, and this
serves the exploratory system. One seeks eye contact with an attachment figure,
or at least monitors his/her whereabouts with an occasional glance. One glares
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at an antagonist toward whom one feels animosity. One may give a good, long
look at a novel object, person, or situation that arouses wariness/fear, before
either putting it at a distance, or “cutting off ” the stimu lus by looking away, or
deciding that the object is more interesting than frightening and approaching
it. Approach behav ior itself may serve more than one system, as Tracy, Lamb,
and Ainsworth (1976) have argued. Locomotor approach can serve the attach
ment system when the indiv idual seeks proximity to an attachment figure. It
can also serve explorat ion, food seeking, affiliation with figures other than an
attachment figure, play, anger/aggression, and probably other systems as well.
Furthermore, behav iors that in an early stage of development were especially
linked with one behav ioral system may at later stages occur, if only in frag
mentary form, to serve either the same system or other systems. Thus, for
example, behav iors displayed by an infant toward his mother may occur also in
the adult as part of courtship/mating behav ior. Thus in some species of birds,
begging for food may be an integral feature of courtship—and human equival
ents are not difficult to identify.
Bowlby (1969), in his chapter on “Beginnings,” enumerated various forms
of behav ior that “mediate attachment”—that is to say, specific behav iors that
promote proximity, contact, and interact ion with other persons and thus play a
significant role in the development of attachment to one or a few such persons.
We may identify these as “attachment behav iors,” because they clearly serve the
attachment-behav ior system, or as “precursor attachment behav iors” as
Ainsworth (1972) did, because they are part of the equipment of the neonate
and/or very young infant before he has become attached to anyone. There is
nothing in attachment theory to imply that these behav iors serve the attach
ment system exclusively, even in early infancy. In his next chapter Bowlby
listed a number of behav iors suggested by Ainsworth (1967) to be different ially
displayed by an infant during his first year toward a particu lar figure toward
whom he is, or is becoming, attached. Bowlby implied that these were useful
indicators of the process of focusing on a specific figure. Some of them may also
prove useful as criteria for describing an infant as having become attached to a
particu lar figure. It was not intended by Bowlby and Ainsworth to imply:
(1) that behav iors displayed different ially during an early phase of development
necessarily continue throughout childhood and into adulthood to be displayed
different ially to attachment figures; (2) that this list constit utes an adequate
roster of behav iors that serve the attachment system during the second year of
life and later; or (3) that these behav iors serve the attachment system exclus
ively. Indeed, as the organizat ion of the attachment system becomes elaborated
in the course of development, and as more and more forms of behav ior become
employed as alternative means of implementing the plans pertinent to inter
action with attachment figures, it seems less and less useful to attempt an enu
merat ion of attachment behav iors. Increasingly, the organizat ion and patterning
of behav iors become the focus of interest.
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Attachment and Attachment Behaviors
Here we are concerned with the distinct ion between attachment as a bond, tie,
or enduring relat ionship between a young child and his mother and attachment
behaviors through which such a bond first becomes formed and that later serve to
mediate the relat ionship. In developing attachment theory, Bowlby (1969)
devoted much attent ion to attachment behav ior as a behav ior system, in the
course of which he also discussed the specific behav iors that serve that system in
infancy and early childhood. He devoted relatively little attent ion to an expos
it ion of the relat ion between such behav iors and attachment as a bond. Indeed,
we can assume that he considered it self-evident that the way in which the
attachment-behav ioral system became interna lly organized in relat ionship to a
specific figure itself constit uted the bond or attachment to that figure. Some
readers, however, working within the framework of other paradigms, failed to
grasp the organizat ional implicat ions of the concept of a behav ioral system, and
concluded that attachment and overt attachment behav ior were identical. Such
a conclusion led to a variety of theoretical misconcept ions: for example, that
attachment has disappeared if attachment behav ior, including separat ion distress,
is no longer overtly manifested; that the intensity with which a child shows
attachment behav ior in a given situation may be taken as an index of the strength
of his attachment; or that attachment consists in nothing more than the contin
gencies of the interact ion between a child and his mother.
We have attempted to deal with the distinct ion between attachment and
attachment behav ior elsewhere (e.g., Ainsworth, 1969, 1972), and we return to
this issue later in this volume, after presenting our findings. Here, however, we
should like to remind the reader that Bowlby’s attachment theory came about
through his efforts to account for the response of a young child to a major
separat ion from his mother and to reunion with her afterwards (Bowlby, 1969,
preface). Therefore, it seems appropriate here to review a few of the phenomena
that it make it necessary to assume the existence of a bond between a child and
his mother that, once formed, continues despite separat ion, independent of
either overt manifestat ions of attachment behav ior or the contingencies implicit
in ongoing mother-child interact ion. First, it is necessary to disting uish
between brief separat ions of minutes (or even hours) that take place in the
familiar home environment and about which a child will have formed a system
of expectat ions and an involunt ary separat ion lasting for days, weeks, or months,
during which a child may be cared for by unfam iliar persons in an unfam iliar
environment. It is the latter that we have termed “major” or “definitive” separ
at ions, to disting uish them from brief “everyd ay” separat ions in a familiar
environment.
A child’s initial response to a major separat ion—either at the moment of
parting or later when his expectat ions of a prompt reunion are violated—is to
greatly intensify attachment behav ior, protesting the separat ion and trying by
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all means at his disposal to regain proximity/contact with his attachment figure.
This protest is usually more than momentary, but how long it lasts and how
intense it is depend on a variety of circumstances. As separat ion continues,
however, the child’s attachment behav ior becomes either muted or more inter
mittently manifested, and event ua lly it may drop out altogether. If one were
guided entirely by his overt behav ior, one would say that he is no longer
attached; but that the bond endures, despite absence of attachment behav ior
directed toward the absent figure, is vividly demonstrated in most child ren
when reunited with the attachment figure. Whether with or without some
delay, attachment behav ior is activated at a high level of intensity—much higher
than that characteristic of the child before separat ion. Were attachment identical
with attachment behav ior, one would be forced to conclude that separat ion first
strengthens the bond, then weakens it, and finally destroys it. If one holds that
the bond has altogether disappeared, it then becomes impossible to account for
the fact that it reconstit utes itself so quickly after reunion. It seems to us more
reasonable to view the bond as enduring despite the vicissitudes of attachment
behav ior.
If during separat ion from his mother a child is fortunate enough to be cared
for by a substit ute figure who plays a thorough maternal role, separat ion distress
may be greatly allev iated, and the child may come to direct attachment beha
vior toward the substit ute figure. Nevertheless such sensitive foster care does
not diminish a child’s attachment to his own mother figure; on the contrary it
facilitates rather than hampers the prompt reest ablishment of normal relat ions
with her upon reunion (Robertson & Robertson, 1971).
To be sure, there may be some delay in the reemergence of attachment beha
vior after a long period of separation, especially if separation was experienced in
a depriving environment without adequate substitute mothering—and this delay
is associated with the length and extent of disappearance of overt attachment
behav ior during the separation itself. Upon reunion the child may seem not to
recogn ize his mother, or he may reject her advances, or he may seem merely to
be uninterested in proximity to or contact with her. It is noteworthy that such
behav ior is not displayed to the father or to other familiar figures. Robertson and
Bowlby (1952) identified such a response as “detachment” and attributed it to
repression. The implication was that the bond—the attachment—had not
disappeared but was still somehow interna lly represented, even though attach
ment behav ior was absent. In support of the view that attachment as bond had
not been lost are the many observations of children whose “detachment”
suddenly gives way to intense attachment behav ior—following the mother
wherever she goes, showing distress when she is out of sight for a moment, and
wanting close bodily contact much more frequently and intensely than was
characteristic of them in the preseparation period. Given the sudden and dramatic
shift between detached behav ior and very intense attachment behav ior, it is
difficult to attribute the change to a process of relearning.
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Whereas responses to separat ion and reunion especially highlight the
distinct ion between attachment and attachment behav ior, there are other more
ordinary sources of evidence. The presence or absence of overt attachment
behav ior and the intensity with which it is manifested clearly depend on situ
ational factors. For example, a child is more likely to manifest attachment beha
vior when he is hungry, tired, or ill than when he is fresh, fed, and in good
health. It is difficult to conceive that his bond to his mother varies in strength
from day to day or from moment to moment, even though the intensity of
activat ion of attachment behav ior so varies.

Emotion and Affect in Attachment Theory
In his general control-systems theory of behav ior, Bowlby (1969) ident ified
affect and emotion as “appraising processes.” Sensory input, whether conveying
informat ion about the state of the organism or about condit ions in the environ
ment, must be appraised or interpreted in order to be useful. Feelings (i.e., both
affect and emotion) serve as appraising processes although not all appraising
processes are felt (i.e., conscious). In the course of appraisal, input is compared
to internal “set-points,” and certain behav iors are selected in preference to
others as a consequence of this comparison. In this sense, feelings—whether
“positive” or “negative,” pleasant or unpleasant—are focal in the control of
behav ior.
It was not until his 1973 volume, however, that Bowlby expanded on the
role of feelings, giving particu lar attent ion to security, fear, anxiety, and anger.
Let us briefly consider some important features of his argument. In the course
of evolut ion each species develops a bias to respond with fear to certain “natural
clues to an increased risk of danger.” It is of survival advantage for the indi
vidual to respond with avoidance, flight, or some other comparable form of
behav ior to situations that signal an increased risk of danger, without having
had to learn through experience how to assess such risk. Among such natural
clues to danger for the human species, he listed strangeness (unfam iliarity),
sudden change of stimu lat ion, rapid approach, height, and being alone. He
particu larly emphasized the tendency to respond especially strongly to
compound situations in which two or more natural clues are simult aneously
present. Although other clues to danger may be learned as derivatives of natural
clues, through observat ion of the behav ior of others or in more sophisticated
risk-a ssessing processes, and although through experience a person’s fear may
be reduced when natural clues to danger occur in now-familiar situations in
which no risk has been encountered, these natural clues to danger nevertheless
tend to continue to be appraised in terms of fear. Even a sophisticated adult is
likely to experience fear in a compound situation, such as being alone in an
unfam iliar environment in which illum inat ion is suddenly reduced and strange
noises are heard.
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Fear behav ior and attachment behav ior are often activated at the same time
by the same set of circumstances. When a young child is alarmed by one of the
clues to increased risk of danger, whether natural or learned, he tends to seek
increased proximity to an attachment figure. Should the attachment figure be
inaccessible to him, either through absence or through an expectat ion of unre
sponsiveness built up through experience, he faces an especially frightening
compound situation. Both components of such a situation are frightening, and
the term fear may be applied to the appraisal of both. Bowlby presents a military
analogy. The safety of an army in the field depends both on its defense against
attack and on maint aining a line of commun icat ions with its base. Should the
field commander judge that retreat is the best tactic, it is essent ial that the base
be available to him, that he not be cut off from it, and that the commander in
charge of the base be trusted to maint ain the base and the support implicit in it.
By analogy, the young child may be afraid of the threat implicit in the clues to
danger he perceives in a situation, but he may also be afraid if he doubts the
accessibility of his “base”—his attachment figure. Bowlby suggests that “alarm”
be used for the former class of fear and “anxiety” for latter. This brings us
squarely face to face with the issue of separat ion anxiety.
Bowlby emphasizes how crucial it is in a potent ially fear-arousing situation
to be with a trusted companion, for with such a companion fear of all kinds of
situation diminishes, whereas when alone fear is magnified. Attachment figures
are one’s most trusted companions. We all fear separat ion from attachment
figures, but “separat ion” cannot be defined simply as a matter of absence of such
a figure. What is crucial is the availability of the figure. It is when a figure is
perceived as having become inaccessible and unresponsive, that separat ion
distress (grief ) occurs, and the anticipat ion of the possible occurrence of such a
situation arouses anxiety.
Whereas a young infant is more likely to cry when he is alone than when he
is in proximity or contact with his mother and his crying is most likely to be
terminated promptly if his mother picks him up (Bell & Ainsworth, 1972), an
older infant is likely to begin to form expectat ions and to experience anxiety
relevant to his mother’s depart ure and/or absence. Thus, at some time in the
second half of his first year, he begins to experience anxiety when his mother
leaves the room, and may manifest this by crying or, after locomotion develops,
by attempting to follow her.
Infants differ, however, in the consistency with which they exhibit distress
in brief, everyd ay separat ions. It seems to us reasonable to suppose that there are
concomitant differences in expectat ions. An infant who has experienced his
mother as fairly consistently accessible to him and as responsive to his signals
and commun icat ions may well expect her to continue to be an accessible and
responsive person despite the fact that she has departed; and if she is absent for
but a short time, his expectat ions are not violated. (This, of course, presupposes
that the infant in quest ion has developed a concept of his mother as a “permanent
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object” as Piaget (1937) used the term, but also that he has developed a “working
model” of his mother as available to him in Bowlby’s sense of these terms.) On
the other hand, an infant whose experience in interact ion with his mother has
not given him reason to expect her to be accessible to him when out of sight or
responsive to his signals is more likely to experience anxiety even in little
everyd ay separat ion, as Stayton and Ainsworth (1973) have shown. Such an
infant may be ident ified as anxiously attached to his mother, and Bowlby (1973)
elaborates the theme of anxious attachment, both in terms of the kinds of
experience that may contribute to it, not only in infancy but also in later years,
and in terms of the ways in which anxious attachment may affect later behav ior.
The opposite of feeling afraid (whether alarmed or anxious) is feeling secure—
or, according to the Oxford Dictionary, feeling “untroubled by fear or apprehen
sion.” When an infant or young child is with an attachment figure, he is likely to
be untroubled by fear or apprehension, unless he is troubled by his expectations
that he/she may become inaccessible at any moment and/or fail to be responsive
to his needs and wishes. Thus the mere physical presence of an attachment figure
is not necessarily enough to promote a feeling of security, although it very
frequently seems to do so. One could expect that the older the child and the
better articulated his representational model of the attachment figure, the less
likely that the mere physical presence of the figure would be enough to provide
a secure or untroubled state; whereas in the case of an infant whose expectations
and representational models are still in an early formative stage, it is perhaps not
surprising that he appears to be secure in his mother’s presence, until her actions
or some other aspect of the situation activate his anxieties.
Just as when an infant feels afraid, his attachment behav ior is likely to be
activated (as well as fear behav ior), likew ise when he feels secure, his attachment
behav ior may be at a low level of activat ion. This accounts for the phenomenon
that we have termed “using the mother as a secure base from which to explore.”
When the attachment behav ioral system is activated at low intensity, the situ
ation is open for the exploratory system to be activated at a higher level by novel
features of the environment. It seems of obvious survival advantage in evolu
tionary terms for a species with as long and as vulnerable a period of infancy as
that characteristic of humans to have developed an interlocking between the
attachment system, whose funct ion is protect ion, and exploratory (and also
affiliative) behav ior, which promotes learning to know and to deal with features
of the environment (including persons other than attachment figures.) This
interlocking permits a situation in which an infant or young child is prompted
by intriguing objects to move away from his “secure base” to explore them, and
yet tends to prevent him from straying too far away or from remaining away for
too long a time; and the reciprocal maternal-behav ioral system provides a fail-
safe mechanism, for “retrieving” behav ior will occur if the child does in fact go
too far or stay away too long. The interlocking between systems of this sort has
led some to propose that the biolog ical funct ion of attachment behav ior is (or
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should include) providing an opport unity for learning. Bowlby (1969) obvi
ously gives first place to the protective funct ion and indeed might well have said
explicitly that the biolog ical funct ion of exploratory behav ior is learning about
the environment, whereas the protective funct ion of attachment behav ior and
reciprocal maternal behav ior makes this possible. Obviously the funct ions of
both systems are of crucial importance.
After this divergence from the theme of feelings as appraisal processes, let us
return to anger. Bowlby (1973) reminded his readers about the literature on
responses to separat ion that makes it clear that anger is engendered by separa
tion or a threat of separat ion, and that this anger is particu larly likely to be
manifested at the time of reunion. The separat ion literature to which he
referred, however, dealt with “major” or “definitive” separat ions in which a
child was separated from attachment figures for a period of days, weeks, or
months and was usually also removed to an unfam iliar environment. Perhaps
separat ions of but a few minutes, whether in a familiar or unfam iliar environ
ment, do not so consistently arouse angry feelings as do major separat ion exper
iences. Attachment-relevant anger is activated under condit ions other than
separat ion, however. If attachment behav ior is activated at high intensity but
not terminated by an appropriate response by the attachment figure, anger is
very likely to ensue—whether the reasons for the nonterm inat ion are the
absence of the figure (as in the case of separat ion) or its chronic tendency to be
unresponsive.
This brief discussion of the affective implicat ions of attachment has dealt
with some of the most obvious aspects of affective involvement, but is far from
complete. Both Bowlby (1969, 1973) and Ainsworth (e.g., 1972) have emphas
ized the notion that attachments imply strong affect—not only security, anxiety,
fear, and anger, but also love, grief, jealousy and indeed the whole spect rum of
emotions and feelings.

The Development of Child–Mother Attachment
Because this volume is not primarily devoted to the development of a child’s
attachment to his mother figure, here we merely summarize what has been
published in more detail elsewhere about the course of such development
(Ainsworth, 1967, 1972; Bowlby, 1969). In 1972 we disting uished four phases
of development of child–mother attachment; these correspond to Bowlby’s four
phases, but with somewhat different titles. Three of these occur in the first year
of life: (1) the initial preatt achment phase; (2) the phase of attachment-in-the-
making; and (3) the phase of clear-cut attachment. The 1-year-olds, to whom
most of this volume is devoted, may be assumed to have reached Phase 3, and
hence this phase will be considered more fully than either of the two earlier
phases. A final phase was initially ident ified by Bowlby (1969) as: (4) the phase
of goal-corrected partnership, which, he suggested, did not begin until about
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the end of the third year of life, or perhaps later. It is therefore only the 4-year-
olds, and possibly some of the 3-year-olds discussed in Chapter 10, who are
likely to have reached this final phase of development.
1. The Initial Preattachment Phase. Bowlby (1969) called this the phase of
“orientat ion and signals without discriminat ion of figure.” It begins at birth
and continues for a few weeks. From the beginn ing the baby is more “tuned in”
to stimuli within certain ranges than to others, and it seems likely that the
stimuli to which he is most responsive come from people. At first, however, he
does not discriminate one person from another, and hence responds to his
mother figure (i.e., his principal careg iver) in much the same way as he responds
to other persons.
The infant can orient toward anyone who comes into close enough prox
imity, directing his gaze toward that person and tracking the latter’s movements
with his eyes. He is equipped with a repertoire of signaling behav iors—for
example, crying, which is present from birth onwards, and smiling and
noncrying vocalizat ions, which soon emerge. These signals serve to induce
other people to approach him and perhaps to pick him up, thus promoting
proximity and contact; hence they are classed as attachment behav iors. In addi
tion, the infant is equipped with a few behav iors through which he himself can
actively seek or maint ain closer contact—for example, rooting, sucking,
grasping, and postural adjustment when held. (Rooting and sucking obviously
serve the food-seeking system as well as the attachment system, and indeed in
bottle-fed babies, they tend to become splintered apart from the attachment
system.) When the baby is not in actual contact with a careg iver, however, he
can rely only on his signaling behav iors to promote proximity/contact—a state
of affairs that persists throughout this phase and the next one.
As mentioned earlier, Bowlby (1969) suggested that the original behav ioral
equipment of the neonate consists of fixed-action patterns and that these
become organized together and linked to environmental stimu lus situations in
accordance with processes of learning that have become well known through
S–R psychology. At the same time it is easy to consider the neonate’s fixed-
action patterns as equivalent to Piaget’s (1936) reflex schemata and to account
for their modificat ion in Piagetian terms. In either case the infant, even during
this first phase of development, begins to build up expectat ions (anticipat ions),
although at first, as Piaget held, these are inext ricably tied to his own sensor
imotor schemata and do not extend to using one environmental clue as a basis
for anticipating another environmental event.
Phase 1 may be said to come to an end when the baby is capable of discrim
inating among people and, in particu lar, of discriminating his mother figure
from others. Because discriminat ion is learned much earlier through some
modalities than through others, it is difficult to judge when Phase 1 has ended
and Phase 2 begun. There is evidence that the mother can be discriminated
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very early through olfactory or somasthetic cues, whereas visual discriminat ion
is relatively late in developing. Nevertheless, it is convenient to consider Phase
1 as continuing until the baby can fairly consistently discriminate his mother by
means of visual cues, which tends to occur between 8 and 12 weeks of age.
2. The Phase of Attachment-in-the-Making. Bowlby termed this the phase of
“orientat ion and signals directed towards one (or more) discriminated
figure(s).” During this phase the baby not only can clearly discriminate unfa
miliar from familiar figures, but also becomes able to discriminate between one
familiar figure and another. He shows discriminat ion in the way he directs his
various proximity-promoting (attachment) behav iors toward different figures,
and these figures may also differ in how readily they can terminate an attach
ment behav ior, such as crying. During this phase the baby’s repertoire of active
attachment behav iors becomes expanded—for example, with the emergence of
coordinated reaching. This phase of development roughly coincides with
Piaget’s (1936) second and third stages of sensorimotor development, but here
we shall not attempt to link cognitive development with the development of
attachment, except to point out that the development of discriminat ion may be
thought to involve Piaget’s processes of recogn itory assimilat ion—or, for that
matter, discriminat ion learning.
If simple preference of one figure over others is the criterion of attachment,
then one could identify a baby as attached to a preferred figure in Phase 2. We
prefer, however, to characterize a baby as incapable of attachment until Phase 3,
during which he can take active initiative in seeking the proximity of an attach
ment figure.
3. The Phase of Clear-cut Attachment. Bowlby ident ified this as the phase of
“maintenance of proximity to a discriminated figure by means of locomotion
as well as signals.” As Bowlby’s label implies, the baby in this phase is very much
more active than before in seeking and achieving proximity and contact with
his discriminated (and preferred) figures on his own account, rather than
relying as he did before on signaling behav ior to bring them into proximity.
Chief among his newly acquired behav iors is locomotion. Obviously loco
motion can also serve other behav ioral systems. But when a baby approaches a
preferred figure, whether following a departing figure, greeting a returning
figure, or merely seeking to be in closer proximity, we may infer that loco
motion is serving the attachment system. A number of other active behav iors
emerge that can be put into the service of the attachment-behav ior system,
including “active contact behav iors,” such as clambering up, embracing,
burying the face in the body of the attachment figure, “scrambling” over the
figure in an intimate explorat ion of face and body, and so on. Signaling
behav iors continue to be emitted and may on occasion be intent ional com
municat ions. Indeed language begins to develop during Phase 3.
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Although the Phase-3 child is more active in seeking proximity/contact,
clearly he does so only interm ittently. He is active also in exploring his envir
onment, manipu lating the objects he discovers, and learning about their prop
ert ies. The Phase-3 child is by no means focused constantly on his attachment
figures, even though they may provide the secure backg round from which he
moves out to familiarize himself with his world.
Bowlby (1969), using his control-systems model, pointed out that an infant’s
behavior first becomes organized on a goal-corrected basis in Phase 3, and then
gradually becomes hierarchica lly organized in terms of overall plans. To the
extent that attachment behavior is so organized, certain of the attachment beha
viors are to a greater or lesser extent interchangeable. In a given episode of activ
ation, the set-goal of the attachment system may be set for a certain degree of
proximity, but there may be a variety of alternative behaviors through which a
child may attempt to approximate that set-goal. Thus the specificity of each form
of attachment behavior becomes increasingly less important, whereas the set-goal
and overall plan for accomplishing it grow increasingly significant. Furthermore,
the characteristic way in which a child has learned to organize his behavior with
reference to a specific attachment figure is of clearly greater importance than the
intensity or frequency with which he manifests each of the behavioral compon
ents of the attachment system. It is our conviction that the onset of goal-corrected
attachment behavior is an acceptable criterion of the onset of attachment. In
offering this criterion, however, we do not mean to imply that attachment, once
present ceases to develop; on the contrary there is much further development of
attachment during Phase 3 and beyond. We shall not here go into descriptive
detail about Phase-3 attachment behavior, for both Bowlby (1969) and we in this
chapter have tended to cite our illustrative material from Phase-3 behavior.
Phase 3 commonly begins at some time during the second half of the first
year, perhaps as early as 6 months in some cases, but more usually somewhat
later. Its onset may be conceived as coincident with the onset of Piaget’s Stage
4 of sensorimotor development. The emergence of goal-corrected behav ior
may be conceived as coincident with the onset of the ability to disting uish
between means and ends; and certainly hierarchical organizat ion of behav ior
according to plans depends on means–ends distinct ions and on achieving the
ability for “true intent ion.” The notion of alternative means of achieving a set-
goal that is implicit in plans has its parallel in Piaget’s concept of schemata
becoming “mobile.” Furthermore, the achievement of at least a Stage-4 level of
development of the concept of persons as having permanence—that is, as
existing when not actua lly present to percept ion—seems to us (as well as to
Schaffer & Emerson, 1964, and to Bowlby, 1969) a necessary condit ion for a
child’s becoming attached to specific discriminated figures. In other words, our
view of attachment implies a concept ion of the attachment figure as existing
even when absent, as persistent in time and space, and as moving more or less
predictably in a time–space continuum.
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Despite the obvious connect ion between the concept of person permanence
and separat ion distress, we are not convinced that the onset of crying when the
mother leaves the room implies the acquisit ion of even a Piagetian Stage 4
concept of person permanence. Both Ainsworth (1967), in her study of Ganda
babies, and Stayton, Ainsworth, and Main (1973), reporting on our longitud
inal study of a sample of American babies, reported that crying when mother
leaves the room occurs as early as 15 weeks. (In the latter study we were careful
to eliminate episodes in which the baby was left alone or in which he had been
just put down after having been held, because these were condit ions likely to
evoke crying from birth onwards.) We are inclined to believe that these very
early instances of crying when mother leaves are an extension of the
phenomenon, mentioned by Wolff (1969), of distress when a figure moves out
of the infant’s visual field—an extension because in this case it is a discrimin
ated figure disappearing at a substant ial distance from the infant, implying both
an extension of the visual field and the ability to visua lly discriminate among
figures at a distance. There is no indicat ion merely from the distress that the
baby yet conceives of his mother as having existence after having disappeared
from the visual field. For this, one would require, as Piaget suggested, search
for the vanished person.
Nevertheless, even though instances of separat ion distress may occur before
Phase 3 of the development of attachment (and before Stage 4 of the account by
Piaget, 1936, of sensorimotor development), there is much evidence that separ
at ion distress is particu larly likely to occur in Phase 3, even though it is clearly
not inevitable in very brief separat ions either at home (Stayton, Ainsworth, &
Main, 1973) or in the strange situation—as the findings reported in later chapters
demonstrate. To us it is suggestive that it occurs fairly commonly at about the
same time that locomotion and goal-corrected behav ior first emerge. One could
argue that a baby does not need to be attached to a specific figure or to organize
his behav ior on a goal-corrected basis until locomotion makes it possible to
move away from his mother figure to explore the world. In any event it is a
happy circumstance that these developmental acquisit ions coincide—and as for
crying and attempts to follow a mother who is disappearing or who has already
disappeared, these acquisit ions also have a survival funct ion for the active,
mobile child.
We have already mentioned expectat ions (anticipat ions) as beginn ing to be
formed as early as Phase 1. It is clear that by the time an infant reaches Phase 3,
these expectat ions become even more important. By this time, as Piaget (1936)
points out, the child can begin to use one environmental event as a cue that
another environmental event will follow. This implies that he can begin to
anticipate his mother’s actions, insofar as these have a reasonable degree of
consistency. Bowlby (1969) suggested that a baby in Phase 3, whose behav ior
has become goal corrected, is capable of taking into account in the plans
through which he organizes his attachment behav ior his expectat ions of how
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his mother is likely to act. That is to say he is capable of adjusting his plans to
his mother’s expected behav ior.
Phase 3 is conceived as continuing through the second and third years of life
and thus obviously continues beyond the limits of Piaget’s Stage 4, spann ing the
rest of the sensorimotor period and comprehending at least the first portion of
his preoperat ional period. This being so, it follows that attachment becomes
increasingly a matter of inner representat ion of attachment figures and of the
self in relat ion to them.
Bowlby emphasized that, although an infant’s attachment behav ior and a
mother’s reciprocal behav ior are preadapted to each other in an evolut ionary
sense, the behav ior of each partner is often dominated by other “antithetical”
behav ior systems. When an infant’s attachment behav ior is activated, his mother
may well be occupied with some activity antithetical to “maternal” behav ior.
Although the Phase-3 infant becomes increasingly capable of adjusting his plan
for achieving the desired degree of proximity/contact with his mother in
accordance with her current activity as interpreted in the light of the represent
at ional model of her that he has built up, there are limits to the success that his
efforts are likely to meet, unless his mother abandons her plans in order to
accommodate herself to his plan. The Phase-3 child is conceived as too
“egocentric,” in Piaget’s (1924) sense, to be able to divine what his mother’s
current plan might be and to act to change it so that it is in greater harmony
with his own.
4. The Phase of a Goal-Corrected Partnership. To Bowlby (1969) the funda
mental feature of the fourth and final phase of the development of child–mother
attachment is the lessening of egocentricity to the point that the child is capable
of seeing things from his mother’s point of view, and thus of being able to infer
what feelings and motives, set-goals and plans might influence her behav ior. To
be sure, this increased understanding of his mother figure is far from perfect at
first and develops only gradua lly. To the extent that a child has developed his
representat ional model of his mother to include inferences of this sort, he is
then able to more skillfully induce her to accommodate her plans to his, or at
least to achieve some kind of mutua lly acceptable compromise. Bowlby
suggested that when this point of development has been reached, mother and
child develop a much more complex relat ionship, which he terms a “partner
ship.” That he termed it a “goal-corrected” partnership underlines the flexible,
hierarchical organizat ion of the child’s attachment behav ior and of his mother’s
reciprocal behav ior that is implicit in the concept of “plans.” He surely did not
mean to imply that goal-corrected behav ior did not emerge until Phase 4, for
he is explicit in pointing out that such behav ior is characteristic of Phase 3 and
serves to different iate it from Phase-2 behav ior.
Furthermore, as we have already implied, because of the development of
commun icat ion and of the symbolic representat ions implicit in working models
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of self and of attachment figures, the kinds of interact ions between a child and
his attachment figures undergo much change. And as we have also previously
implied, the forms of behav ior through which the attachment system is medi
ated become much more varied, although they still feature, under certain
circumstances, overt proximity/contact seeking.
Despite the increasing sophisticat ion of the processes mediating a child’s
attachment to his mother and others, and despite the fact that developmental
changes continue, Bowlby did not conceive of such changes as involving
processes different enough from those operating in Phase 4 to specify further
phases of development. On the contrary, the processes implicit in Phase 4 were
conceived as characteristic of mature attachments. Although Bowlby (1969,
1973) was specifica lly concerned with the attachment of a child to his mother
figure, he conceived of attachments to other figures as approximating the same
model—and he clearly stated that attachments continue throughout the entire
life span. Attachment to parent figures may become attent uated as adulthood
approaches and may become supplemented and to some extent supplanted by
other attachments; but few if any adults cease to be influenced by their early
attachments, or indeed cease at some level of awareness to be attached to their
early attachment figures.
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Scale 1: Sensitivity vs. Insensitivity to the Infant’s
Signals
This vari able deals with the mother’s ability to perceive
and to inter pret accur
ately the signals and commu nic a tions impli cit in her
infant’s beha vior, and
given this under stand ing, to respond to them appro pri
ately and promptly. Thus
the mother’s sens it iv ity has four essen tial compon
ents: (a) her aware ness of the
signals; (b) an accur ate inter pret a tion of them; (c) an
appro pri ate response to
them; and (d) a prompt response to them. Let us consider
each of these in turn. The mother’s aware ness of her
infant’s signals and commu nic a tions has two
aspects. The first is the same as the issue covered in the
scale “access ib il ity

versus ignor ing and neglect ing.” In other words, the
mother must be reas on ably
access ib le to the infant’s commu ni c a ti ons before
she can be sens it iv e to them.
Accessibility is a neces sa ry condi ti on for sens it
iv e aware ne ss. It is not a suffi ci ent
condi ti on, however, for a mother can main ta in the
“infant” in her field of
aware ne ss without fulfilling the other condi ti on for
sens it iv e aware ne ss. The
second aspect of aware ne ss may be described in terms of
“thresholds.” The most
sens it iv e mother—the one with the lowest threshold—is
alert to the infant’s
most subtle, minimal, under st ated cues. Mothers with
higher thresholds seem
to perceive only the most blatant and obvious commu ni c
a ti ons. Mothers with
the highest thresholds seem often obli vi ou s, and are,
in effect, highly inac ce ss
ible. This second aspect is very closely related to the
ques ti on of inter pr et a ti on
of the infant’s signals, or, usually the mother who is
alert to minimal cues also
inter pr ets them correctly. This is not invari ab ly the
case, however. For example,
some mothers are alert to the slight es t mouth move me
nts, and some ti mes
incor re ctly inter pr et them as hunger—or they notice
minimal tensions or rest
less ne ss and incor re ctly inter pr et them as
fatigue. The mother’s ability to inter pr et accur at ely
her infant’s commu ni c a ti ons has
three main compon en ts: (a) her aware ne ss, as previ

ou sly discussed, (b) her
freedom from distor ti on, and (c) her empathy. An inat
te nt iv e, “ignor in g”
mother is, of course, often unable to inter pr et
correctly the infant’s signals
when they break through her obli vi ou s ne ss, for she
has been unaware of the
prodromal signs and of the temporal context of the beha
vior. But even a mother
who is highly aware and access ible may misin ter pret
signals because her percep
tion is distor ted by projec tion, denial, or other marked
defens ive oper a tions.
Mothers who have distor ted percep tions tend to bias their
“reading” of their
babies accord ing to their own wishes, moods, and fantas
ies. For example, a
mother not wishing to attend to her infant might inter pret
his fussy bids for
atten tion as fatigue and, there fore, put him to bed or,
if she in a hurry, might
perceive any slowing down in the rate of feeding as a sign
of sati ation. Similarly,
a mother who is some what reject ing of her infant might
perceive him as
reject ing and aggress ive toward herself. Mothers who
least distort their percep
tions of their babies have some insight as to their own
wishes and moods, and
thus can more real ist ic ally judge the infant’s beha
vior. Furthermore, they are
usually aware of how their own beha vior and moods affect
their infant’s beha

vior. The mother must be able to empath ize with her
infant’s feel ings and
wishes before she can respond with sens it iv ity. That is,
a mother might be quite
aware of and under stand accur ately the infant’s beha vior
and the circum stances
leading to her infant’s distress or demands, but because
she is unable to
empath ize with him—unable to see things from the infant’s
point of view—she
may tease him back into good humor, mock him, laugh at him,
or just ignore
him. The mother’s egocentri city and lack of empathy may
also lead to detached,
intel lec tual responses to the infant rather than to warm,
sens it ive inter ac tions
with the infant. A high threshold of aware ness and inac
cur ate percep tions certainly leads to
insens it iv e responses. Nevertheless, the mother may be
highly aware and
accur at e in her inter pr et a ti on and still be
insens it iv e. Therefore, in the last
analysis, the appro pr i at e ne ss and prompt ne ss of
the mother’s response to
commu ni c a ti ons are the hall ma rks of sens it iv
it y. The quality of the mother’s inter ac ti on with her
infant is prob ab ly the most
import an t index of her sens it iv it y. It is essen ti
al that the mother’s responses be
appro pr i at e to the situ at ion and to the infant’s
commu ni c a ti ons. Often enough,
at least in the first year of life, the sens it iv e
mother gives the infant what his
commu ni c a ti ons suggest he wants. She responds

socially to his attempts to
initi at e social inter ac ti on, play fu lly to his
attempts to initi at e play. She picks
him up when he seems to wish it, and puts him down when he
wants to explore.
When he is distressed, she knows what kind and degree of
sooth in g he requires
to comfort him—and she knows that some ti mes a few words
or a distrac ti on
will be all that is needed. When he is hungry she sees that
he soon gets some
thing to eat, perhaps giving him a snack if she does not
want to give him his
regular meal right away. On the other hand, the mother who
responds inap pr o
pri at ely, tries to social iz e with the infant when he
is hungry, play with him
when he is tired, or feed him when he is trying to initi
at e social inter ac ti on. In play and social inter ac
ti on, the mother who responds appro pr i at ely to her
child does not over st im u la te him by inter ac t in
g in too intense, too vigor ou s,
too prolonged, or too excit ing a manner. She can perceive
and accur ately inter
pret the signs of over excite ment, undue tension, or
incip i ent distress and shifts
the tempo or intens ity before things have gone too far.
Similarly, she is unlikely
to under stim u late the child, because she picks up and
responds to the signals
he gives when he is bored or when he wants more inter ac
tion than has here to
fore been forth com ing. In the second year of life, and
some times also toward the end of the first year,

it is maxim ally appro pri ate for the mother to respond to
the infant’s signals not
so much in accord ance with what he ostens ibly wants as in
terms of a comprom ise
between this and what will make him feel most secure,
compet ent, comfort
able, etc., in the long run. This is a tricky judg ment to
make for so much that
is done “for the infant’s own good” is done both contrary
to his wishes and
accord ing to the mother’s conveni ence, whim, or precon
ceived stand ards.
Nevertheless there are situ ations in which limit setting,
even in the first year,
clears the air even though it is initially contrary to the
infant’s wishes. Similarly
there are situ ations in which the infant’s signals might
lead the mother to
increase the tempo of inter ac tion to the point of discom
fort for him, and in
which it is appro pri ate gradu ally to dimin ish intens
ity. Therefore, there is a fine
point of balance at which the mother can begin to show the
infant that she is
not an instru ment of his will, but a cooper at ive partner
whose parti cip a tion
must be elicited appro pri ately. In such instances the
mother will slightly frus
trate the infant’s imper i ous demands but warmly encour
age (and reward) beha
vi ors which are invit ing or request ing rather than
demand ing. Nevertheless, in
such inter ac ti ons the sens it iv e mother acknow led

ges the infant’s wishes even
though she does not uncon di ti on al ly accede to them.
The chief point is that a
sens it iv e, appro pr i at e response does not invari
ab ly imply complete compli anc e
to the infant’s wish—although very frequently compli anc e
may be the most
appro pr i at e response. The final feature of appro pr
i at e inter ac ti on is that it is well re solved or
well
ro unded and completed. For example, when the infant seeks
contact the sens
it iv e mother holds him long enough to satisfy him, so
that when he is put down
he does not imme di at ely seek to be picked up again.
When he needs sooth in g,
she soothes him thor ou ghly, so he is quite recovered and
cheer fu l. When he
seeks social inter ac ti on she enters into a more or less
prolonged exchange with
him, after which, often enough, he is content to enter ta
in himself. In contrast,
the responses of some mothers with low sens it iv it y
seem to be frag me n te d and
incom plet e. These mothers may try a series of inter ve
n ti ons as though search in g
for the best method or solu ti on. Highly sens it iv e
mothers have completed,
easily and well re solved, inter ac ti ons. Finally,
there is the issue of the prompt ne ss of the mother’s
response to the
infant’s commu ni c a ti on. A response, however appro
pr i at e, which is so delayed
that it cannot be perceived by the infant as contin ge nt

upon his commu ni c a ti on
cannot be linked by him to his own signal. We assume that
it is a good thing
for an infant to gain some feeling of effic acy—and even tu
ally to feel cumu lat
ively a “sense of compet ence” in controlling his social
envir on ment. Thus, it
seems a part of sens it iv ity to acknow ledge the infant’s
signals in some effect ive
way and to indic ate that one is at least prepar ing to
accede to them. During the
first quarter of the first year, a mother’s sens it iv ity
is most easily judged by her
latency in response to the infant’s distress signals such
as hunger. However,
during the last quarter, the mother’s prompt response to
the infant’s social
commu nic a tion and signals is prob ably a more crit ical
measure. A mother is
inev it ably insens it ive when she fails to respond to the
infant’s outstretched
arms, to his excited greet ing, or simply to his smile or
gentle touch. An issue which cuts across the various compon
ents of sens it iv ity concerns
the timing of routine activ it ies and playing. In general,
arbit rary or very rigid
timing of major inter ac tions cannot but be insens it ive
to the infant’s signals,
moods, and rhythms. The mother who arranges and organ izes
day–by day
activ it ies with her infant in order to most conveni ence
herself, or the mother
who thinks by the clock, has little or no consid er a tion
of the infant’s tempo and

current state. In summary, the most sens it ive mothers are
usually access ible to their infants
and are aware even of their more subtle commu nic a tions,
signals, wishes, and
moods. In addi tion, these mothers accur ately inter pret
their percep tions and
show empathy with their infants. The sens it ive mother,
armed with this under
stand ing and empathy, can time her inter ac tions well and
deal with her infant
so that her inter ac tions seem appro pri ate—appro pri ate
in kind as well as in
quality—and prompt. In contrast, mothers with low sens it
iv it y are not aware of
much of their infant’s beha vi or, either because they
ignore the infant or they
fail to perceive in his activ it y the more subtle and
hard tode tect commu ni c a
t ions. Furthermore, insens it iv e mothers often do not
under st and those aspects
of their infant’s beha vi or of which they are aware or
else they distort it. A
mother may have some wh at accur at e percep ti ons of
her infant’s activ it y and
moods but may be unable to empath iz e with him. Through
either lack of
under st and in g or empathy, mothers with low sens it
iv it y improp er ly time their
responses, either in terms of schedul in g or in terms of
prompt ne ss to the infant’s
commu ni c a ti ons. Further, mothers with low sens it
iv it y often have inap pr o
pri at e responses in kind as well as quant it y (i.e.,

inter ac ti ons that are frag
men te d and poorly resolved).
The Sensitivity vs. Insensitivity Scale
9. Highly sens it ive. This mother is exquis itely attuned
to B (baby)’s signals;
and responds to them promptly and appro pri ately. She is
able to see things from
B’s point of view; her percep tions of his signals and
commu nic a tions are not
distor ted by her own needs and defenses. She “reads” B’s
signals and commu
nic a tions skill fully, and knows what the meaning is of
even his subtle, minimal,
and under st ated cues. She nearly always gives B what he
indic at es that he wants,
although perhaps not invari ab ly so. When she feels that
it is best not to comply
with his demands—for example, when he is too excited, over
im per i ou s, or
wants some th ing he should not have—she is tactful in
acknow led ging his
commu ni c a ti on and in offer in g an accept ab le
altern at iv e. She has “well
ro unded” inter ac ti ons with B, so that the trans ac ti
on is smoothly completed
and both she and B feel satis fie d. Finally, she makes
her responses tempor al ly
contin ge nt upon B’s signals and commu ni c a ti ons.
7. Sensitive. This mother also inter pr ets B’s commu ni
c a ti ons accur at ely,
and responds to them promptly and appro pr i at ely but
with less sens it iv it y than
mothers with higher ratings. She may be less attuned to B’s

more subtle beha
vi ors than the highly sens it ive mother. Or, perhaps
because she is less skill ful in
divid ing her atten tion between B and compet ing demands,
she may some times
“miss her cues.” B’s clear and defin ite signals are,
however, neither missed nor
misin ter preted. This mother empath izes with B and sees
things from his point
of view; her percep tions of his beha vior are not distor
ted. Perhaps because her
percep tion is less sens it ive than that of mothers with
higher ratings, her
responses are not as consist ently prompt or as finely
appro pri ate. But although
there may be occa sion ally little “mismatches,” M
(mother)’s inter ven tions and
inter ac tions are never seri ously out of tune with B’s
tempo, state, and commu
nic a tions. 5. Inconsistently sens it ive. Although this
mother can be quite sens it ive
on occa sion, there are some periods in which she is insens
it ive to B’s commu
nic a ti ons. M’s incon si st en t sens it iv it y may
occur for any one of several reasons,
but the outcome is that she seems to have lacunae in regard
to her sens it iv e
deal in gs with B—being sens it iv e at some times or in
respect to some aspects of
his exper i enc e, but not in others. Her aware ne ss of
B may be inter mi t te nt—
often fairly keen, but some ti mes imper vi ou s. Or, her
percep ti on of B’s beha vi or

may be distor te d in regard to one or two aspects,
although it is accur at e in other
import an t aspects. She may be prompt and appro pr i at
e in response to his
commu ni c a ti ons at times and in most respects, but
either inap pr o pr i at e or slow
at other times and in other respects. On the whole,
however, she is more
frequently sens it iv e than insens it iv e. What is
strik in g is that a mother who can
be as sens it iv e as she is on so many occa si ons can
be so insens it iv e on other
occa si ons. 3. Insensitive. This mother frequently fails
to respond to B’s commu ni c a
t ions appro pr i at ely and/or promptly, although she
may on some occa si ons show
capa ci ty for sens it iv it y in her responses to and
inter ac ti ons with B. Her insens
it iv it y seems linked to inab il it y to see things
from B’s point of view. She may
be too frequently preoc cu pi ed with other things and
there for e inac ce ss ib le to
his signals and commu ni c a ti ons, or she may misper
ce ive his signals and inter
pret them inac cu r at ely because of her own wishes or
defenses. Or, she may
know well enough what B is commu ni c at in g but be
disin cl ined to give him
what he wants—because it is incon veni ent or she not in
the mood for it, or
because she is determ ined not to “spoil” him. She may
delay an other wise
appro pri ate response to such an extent that it is no
longer contin gent upon his

signal, and indeed perhaps is no longer appro pri ate to
his state or mood. Or, she
may respond with seeming appro pri ate ness to B’s commu
nic a tions but break
off the trans ac tions before B is satis fied, so that
their inter ac tions seem frag
men ted and incom plete or her responses perfunc tory,
half hearted, or impa
tient. Despite such clear evid ence of insens it iv ity,
however, this mother is not
as consist ently or pervas ively insens it ive as mothers
with even lower ratings.
Therefore, when the infant’s own wishes, moods, and activ
ity are not too
deviant from the mother’s wishes, moods, and house hold
respons ib il it ies, or
when the infant is truly distressed or other wise very
force ful and compel ling in
his commu nic a tion, this mother can modify her own beha
vior and goals and,
at this time, can show some sens it iv ity in her hand ling
of the child. 1. Highly insens it ive. The extremely insens
it ive mother seems geared
almost exclus ively to her own wishes, moods, and activ
ity. That is, M’s inter
ven tions and initi ations of inter ac tion are promp ted
or shaped largely by signals
within herself; if they mesh with B’s signals, this is
often no more than coin cid
ence. This is not to say that M never responds to B’s
signals; for some times she
does if the signals are intense enough, prolonged enough,
or often enough

repeated. The delay in response is in itself insens it ive
Furthermore, since there
is usually a dispar ity between one’s own wishes and activ
ity and B’s signals, M
who is geared largely to her own signals routinely ignores
or distorts the
meaning of B’s beha vi or. Thus, when M responds to B’s
signals, her response is
inap pr o pr i at e in kind or frag me n te d and
incom plet e.
Scale 2: Cooperation vs. Interference with Infant’s
Ongoing Behavior
The central issue of this scale is the extent to which the
mother’s inter ven tions
or inter ac tions break into, inter rupt or cut across the
infant’s ongoing activ ity
rather than being geared in both timing and quality to the
infant’s state, mood,
and current interests. The degree of inter fer ence may be
assessed in accord ance
with two consid er a tions: (a) the extent of actual phys
ical inter fer ence with the
infant’s activ ity, and (b) the sheer frequency of inter
rup tions. Some mothers are highly inter fer ing in an over
whelm ing phys ical sense.
Such a mother snatches the infant up, moves him about,
confines him, and,
indeed, releases him with utter disreg ard for his activ
ity inprogress. When she
restricts and restrains his move ments it tends to be by
direct phys ical inter ven
tion or force. She may also try to use force in instances
in which the infant’s

cooper a tion is required if the inter ven tion is to be
effect ive—for example, in
feeding, in play, and (although this usually comes later)
in toilet train ing. Other
mothers, whose inter fer ence does not so conspicu ously
emphas ize phys ical
force, never th e les s must be considered highly inter
fe r in g because they are “at”
the infant most of the time—instruct in g, train in g,
elicit in g, direct in g,
controlling. In either case it is clear that the highly
inter fe r in g mother has no respect for
her infant as a separ at e, active, and autonom ou s
person, whose wishes and
activ it ie s have a valid it y of their own. The under
ly in g dynam ic s of such an atti
tude are various; some examples follow. An obsess iv
e–compuls iv e woman, for
example, tends to require a tight control over other people
in order to control
her own anxi et ie s; such a mother may become anxious and
angry when the
infant does not do exactly what she wants him to do, when
she wants him to
do it, and in the way she wants him to do it. Another kind
of dynamic behind
inter fer ence is shown by the woman whose infant contin
ues to be a narciss istic
exten sion of herself; such a woman tends to treat him as
her posses sion, her
creature, hers. When she is in a mood to play, she may find
the infant charm ing,
provided that he cooper ates and plays; when she tires of
him she puts him aside;

in either case it does not seem to occur to her to attrib
ute any valid ity to how
the infant feels. A third kind of dynamic behind inter fer
ence is an emphasis on
train ing. The mother feels that she can shape the infant
to fit her own concept
of a good infant, whether through a determ ined attempt to
elicit beha vior she
considers desir able or by punish ing beha vior that she
considers undesir able.
These three examples do not exhaust the possib il it ies,
but it is hoped that they
serve to illus trate the essen tials of the under ly ing
atti tude—which is that the
inter fer ing mother feels that the infant is hers and that
she has a perfect right to
impose her will on him. She tends to treat him almost as an
inan im at e posses
sion that she can move about as she wishes—or perhaps, as a
more appro pr i at e
analogy, as a small child treats a pet kitten, to be
handled, petted, fed, teased,
carried, and put aside with complete lack of regard for the
kitten’s needs and
wishes. Mothers at the other end of this continuum seem to
guide rather than to
control the infant’s activ it y. Such a mother integ ra
tes her wishes, moods, and
house hol d respons ib il it ie s with the infant’s
wishes, moods, and ongoing activ it y.
Their inter ac ti ons and shifts of activ it y seem co
de term in ed. Rather than
inter ru pt in g an activ it y that the infant has in

progress, she delays her inter ve n
tion until a natural break in his activ it y occurs. Or,
through medi at in g activ
it ie s, often of a playful sort, she can gradu al ly
divert him from what he is doing
toward some th ing she wants him to do. Such a mother uses
mood se tting tech
niques. At bed ti me, for example, she gradu al ly slows
down the pace and vigor
of their inter ac ti on until he is relaxed and calm and
more ready for bed than he
could have been at the peak of excited play. She invites
him to come and
cooper at e with what she has in mind rather than impos
in g it on him. A type of inter fe r enc e (less force
fu l than direct phys ic al inter ve n ti on) may
be seen in play and vocal iz a ti on. An inter fe r in g
mother tends to play entirely or
almost entirely by doing some th ing to the infant, or by
getting him to do
some thing she wishes. Such mothers instruct the infant in
tricks or stereo typed
games, persist ing even when the infant is in an unre spons
ive mood. Once the
infant has learned the tricks or games to some degree, the
mother subsequently
plays by attempt ing to elicit them. Or, as an altern at
ive, she does some thing
playful to the infant, for example tick ling him or whirl
ing him about. (These
examples are not inten ded to imply that tick ling or whirl
ing are in them selves
criteria of an inter fer ing approach, but merely that they
can be modes of play

which are not co determ ined, and often enough, together
with “elicit ing” or
instruct ing, the only modes avail able to the inter fer
ing mother.) Similarly, with
vocal iz a tion. The inter fer ing mother persist ently
tries to elicit specific vocal iz
a tions (or gestures) regard less of the infant’s current
interest in vocal iz ing or
lack of it. In contrast, a “co determ in ing” mother capit
al izes on spon taneity. She
responds to the infant’s vocal iz a tions, and does a
minimum of trying to elicit
specific sounds. She tends to pick up some thing the infant
does as the begin
ning of a play sequence, and responds to his initi ations
of play. She may attempt
to initi ate play, but if the infant does not respond, she
either desists, or shifts her
approach. Most mothers under take some kind of instruc
tion, and on one occa
sion or another delib er ately elicit some thing the infant
has learned; so rating is
a matter of balance between elicit ing and instruct ing on
one hand and spon
taneity on the other—and also a matter of appro pri ate
ness of context and
meshing with the infant’s mood. The extremes of phys ical
inter fer ence are to be seen most usually in pick up
and put do wn situ at ions and when the infant is free
on the floor. The highly
inter fe r in g mother is likely to keep pulling the
infant back from places she does
not want him to go, perhaps inter sp ers in g direct

control with multiple
commands, “no no ’s,” and perhaps slaps. Of course, even
a usually non in ter
fer in g mother will inter ve ne abruptly and forcibly if
the infant’s activ it y
threatens phys ic al harm to him; for example, if he is
headed toward unguarded
stairs or if he is about to swallow some small object. But
it is char ac te r is tic of
the non in ter fe r in g mother to “infant pr oof”
the house and its contents so that
phys ic al inter ve n ti on is rarely neces sa ry—by
placing gates across the stair wa ys,
by putting away objects which could harm the infant or
which she does not
want him to have, and the like. Restraint may some ti mes
be considered a form of inter fe r enc e, but there is a
distinc ti on to be made between forcible phys ic al
restraint, such as pinion in g the
infant’s hands when there is a direct phys ic al confront
a ti on between mother
and infant and imper son al restraints such as playpens
and the straps of a high
chair. Restraint that involves phys ic al confront a ti
on will be considered inter
fer enc e. Impersonal restraints will not be considered
inter fe r in g, except insofar
as the manner and timing of impos in g the restraint
itself consti tut es an inter fe r
ence. Thus strap pi ng the infant in a high ch air is not
an inter fe r enc e, but if,
when the infant has been refus in g to sit, the mother
jerks him down and straps

him in, this would be considered an inter fer ence.
Similarly, placing the infant
in the playpen would not be considered an inter fer ence
per se, but picking him
up unce re mo ni ously when he is in the midst of active
explor a tion and dumping
him down in the playpen would. One diffi culty with this
rating scale is how to rate mothers who have been
highly inter fer ing in the past and whose babies have
become passive as a result.
Such babies may now not try to reach the bottle; it is no
longer neces sary to
pinion their arms. Such babies when placed on the floor may
not explore vigor ously so it is not
neces sary to inter fere. Even in instances where it is
known that present gener
al ized or situ ation specific passiv ity is correl ated
with past restraints and inter
fer ences, the mother will be rated on the basis of posit
ive evid ence of inter fer ence
(or conversely cooper a tion) which she now shows. It is
assumed that ratings of
earlier periods, when under taken, will tell the story, if,
indeed, the mother now
gives little evid ence of inter fer ence. Routines—feeding,
chan ging, bathing, and bedtime—may be the occa sion
for inter fer ence, just as they may be the situ ations in
which cooper a tion and
co determ in a tion is most clearly illus trated. The
general rule of thumb is:
when inter fer ence is a matter of direct phys ical control
it will be considered
inter fer ence; but when it is a matter of tactful control
or accep ted imper sonal

restraint it will not be so considered. In between the two
extremes come the
milder inter fer ences of verbal commands and prohib i
tions. Thus, for example,
the mother who slaps or holds the infant’s hands to prevent
him from touch ing
food would be considered inter fe r in g; the mother who
scolds and warns
without phys ic al inter ve n ti on would be considered
inter fe r in g to a milder
degree, The mother who gives no finger foods would not be
considered inter
fer in g, unless she slaps, holds, scolds, or verbally
prohib it s. The mother who
tussles or slaps an active child while chan gi ng him
would be considered inter
fer in g. The mother who gives him some th ing to manip
u la te or who holds his
atten ti on by talking to him play fu lly and thus does
not need to inter fe re phys
ic al ly would be considered non in ter fe r in g. The
mother who inter ru pts an
active or excited or unsleepy infant and puts him to bed
abruptly would be
considered inter fe r in g. But the mother who plays
gentle games, or holds and
rocks, and who gener al ly gets the infant into a nap ac
cept in g mood will be
considered cooper at iv e. The timing of routines per se,
will not, however, be
taken into account in rating this vari ab le. (Timing will
be reflec te d in the scale
dealing with the mother’s sens it iv it y to the infant’s

commu ni c a ti ons and
signals.) This present scale, although not entirely ortho
gon al to scales of ignor in g and
reject in g, is certainly not in one toone rela ti on
sh ip with them. Some inter
fer in g mothers altern at e inter fe r in g trans ac
ti ons with periods of ignor in g the
infant; others are clearly aware of the infant at all times
and are by no means
inac ce ss ib le.
The Cooperation vs. Interference Scale
9. Conspicuously cooper at ive. This mother views her
infant as a separ ate,
active, autonom ous person, whose wishes and activ it ies
have valid ity of their
own. Since she respects his autonomy, she avoids situ
ations in which she might
have to impose her will on his, and shows foresight in plan
ning ahead—by
arran ging the phys ical envir on ment of the house or by
her timing her own
house hold routines—in such a way as to minim ize the need
for inter fer ence
and for direct control. She avoids inter rupt ing an activ
ity the infant has in progress. When it is
desir able to inter vene for a routine or to “shift” his
activ ity, she truly engages
his cooper a tion, by mood setting, by invit ing him, by
divert ing him, and by
enga ging him in recip rocal activ ity of some sort, often
through vocal iz a tion or
play. In activ ity shift ing and indeed also in play, she
capit al izes on spon taneity,

picking up cues from the infant to help her present what
she wants him to do
as some thing that is also congenial to him. Even a
conspicu ously cooper at ive mother inev it ably will
instruct her infant
to some extent or attempt to elicit partic u lar beha vi
ors, but these mildly
controlling inter ac tions both consti tute a small propor
tion of their total inter
ac tion and are them selves appro pri ate enough to the
infant’s mood and activ
ity inprogress to be considered co determ ined. Except
in rare emer gency situ ations this mother never inter
feres with the
infant abruptly and with phys ic al force. Verbal commands
and prohib i ti ons
across distance are an inev it ab le corol la ry of
giving the infant freedom to
explore and to learn, but the “conspicu ou sly cooper at
iv e” mother manages to
struc tu re the freedom toex plore situ at ion so that
she needs to command but
rarely. In other words, to be co de term in in g does
not imply either over
p ermissive ne ss or a “laissez fa ire” atti tu de. 7.
Cooperative. This mother does not have as conspicu ou s a
respect for her
infant’s autonomy and ongoing activ it y as do mothers
with higher ratings, but
on the whole she is cooper at iv e and non in ter fe r
in g. She shows less foresight
than mothers with higher ratings do in arran gi ng the
phys ic al envir on me nt and
her own routine so as to avoid the need for inter fe r

enc e. Consequently, there
are more occa si ons in which she feels it neces sa ry to
inter ru pt or to exert
control. Although she may give more verbal commands or
prohib i ti ons than
mothers with higher ratings, she tries to avoid undue
frequency of inter fe r enc e,
and rarely, if ever, inter ve nes in direct, abrupt, phys
ic al ways. Nevertheless, she seeks the infant’s cooper a
ti on in routines and in shifts of
activ it y by mood se tting and other tech ni ques
mentioned above. She may,
however, be some wh at less skill fu l than mothers in
higher ratings in capit al
iz in g on spon ta neity and thus achiev in g optimum
cooper a ti on. Although the
balance is in favor of spon ta neity in play and in
exchanges of vocal iz a ti on, she
may be some what more frequently instruct ive or “elicit
ing” than mothers with
higher ratings. 5. Mildly inter fer ing. This mother is not
so much an inter fer ing or
controlling person as she is incon sid er ate of the
infant’s wishes and activ it ies.
Consequently, she inter rupts and inter feres more
frequently than do mothers
with higher ratings. On the whole her inter fer ence tends
to be mild, however, rather than being
direct, abrupt, and phys ic ally force ful. She tends to
issue more verbal commands
and prohib i tions to control the infant across a distance
than do mothers with
higher ratings. She tends to rely more on instruct ive,
elicit ing modes of play

and inter ac tion and is less spon tan eous than they are.
Perhaps the most
conspicu ous differ ence from those with higher ratings,
however, is in regard to
routine inter ven tions and shifts of activ ity. She pays
much less atten tion to
mood setting and to other tech niques that aid smooth
trans itions from one
activ ity to another. She tends to be matter of fact. When
she judges that a chan
ging, a nap, a feeding, or merely a shift of locus or activ
ity is desir able she acts
accord ingly, appar ently disreg ard ing the fact that her
inter ven tion may break
into the infant’s activ ity inprogress or the fact that
the activ ity she proposes
may be alien to the infant’s present mood. 3. Interfering.
In distin guish ing the mother with a “3” rating from one
with an even lower rating, a judg ment about arbit rar i
ness is crucial. Like
mothers with lower ratings, these inter fer ing mothers
display either direct,
force ful, phys ical inter fer ence or frequent milder
inter fer ences or both. But
usually the “3” mother has some kind of rationale for her
actions which is
perceiv ab le to the observer (even though it may seem far
from desir ab le); the
inter fe r enc e is not obvi ou sly arbit ra ry. The
mother may be focused on the
desirab il it y of under ta k in g a specific routine at
this time; or she may be a
“train in g” kind of mother who is determ in ed to shape

the infant to her way of
doing things. There is, however, a reason for most of her
inter ru p ti ons or inter
fer enc es, whereas the “1” mother is more frequently
arbit ra ry, seeming to
inter fe re for no reason at all. (It is assumed that the
totally arbit ra ry inter fe r
ences are as incom pr e he ns ib le to the infant as
they are to the observer, and that
those that have some “reason” may have some thread of
consist enc y which
makes them easier for the infant to adapt to.) In distin
gu ish in g the “3” mother
from those with higher ratings, it is merely neces sa ry
to say that she is substan
tially more inter fe r in g either in frequency or in
quality or both. She more
frequently displays phys ic al inter fe r enc e or
restraint, or she much more
frequently inter fe res mildly—instruct in g, elicit in
g, prohib it in g, and
command in g—or both. Perhaps even more import an t than
the abso lut e amount
of inter fe r in g is the propor ti on of mother–infant
trans ac ti ons that are inter
fer in g. The “3” mother is inter fe r in g in a greater
propor ti on of her trans ac ti ons
than the “5” or “4” mother. 1. Highly inter fer in g. This
mother has no respect for her infant as a
separ ate, active, and autonom ous person, whose wishes and
activ it ies have a
valid ity of their own. She seems to assume that the infant
is hers and that she

has a perfect right to do with him what she wishes, impos
ing her will on his,
or shaping him to her stand ards, or merely follow ing her
own whims without
regard to his moods, wishes, or activ it ies. There is an
arbit rar i ness about the
inter fer ence that is strik ing. Much (although not all)
of it is “for no appar ent
reason.” Some highly inter fer ing mothers are conspicu ous
for the direct, phys
ical, force ful ness of their inter rup tions or
restraints. Others are conspicu ous for
the extreme frequency of inter rup tion of the infant’s
activ ity inprogress, so
that they seem “at” the infant most of the time—instruct
ing, train ing, elicit ing,
direct ing, controlling. But the “1” mother tends to
combine both types of
inter fer ence, even though she may emphas ize one type
more than the other. Regardless of the balance between phys
ical man hand ling and milder inter
rup tions, these mothers have in common an extreme lack of
respect for the
infant’s autonomy, and an obtuse ness which permits them to
break into what
the infant is doing without any need to explain to others,
or even to justify to
them selves, the reason for the inter rup tion.
Scale 3: Physical and Psychological Accessibility vs.
Ignoring
and Neglecting
The central issue of this scale is the mother’s access ib
il ity to the infant, with

emphasis upon her respons ive ness to him. Although the
essen tial compon ent of
psycho lo gical access ib il ity is that the mother be
aware of the infant, she is not
truly access ib le unless she also actively acknow led
ges and responds to him. A highly access ib le mother has
her infant in her field of percep tu al aware ne ss
at all times so that he is within reach, at least, through
distance recept or s. She
can divide her atten ti on between the infant and other
persons, things, and
activ it ie s without losing aware ne ss of the infant.
She is never too preoc cu pi ed
with her own thoughts and feel in gs or with her other
activ it ie s and inter ac ti ons
to have him in the back gr ound of her aware ne ss and to
sense where he is and
what he is doing. When he is in another room she is quick
to perceive any
sounds he may make, and she takes precau ti ons not to
have him so far away or
so closed off that she cannot hear a sound as loud as a
cry. The highly access ib le mother not only is aware of
her infant’s activ it y and
signals, but she responds to him readily. She can switch
her atten ti on to him
easily if he needs her super vi si on or protec ti on or
if he approaches or tries to
catch her atten ti on. To be access ib le, the mother
does not neces sa r il y under
stand and inter pr et the infant’s beha vi or nor does
she neces sa r il y respond appro
pri at ely to the infant’s signals—never th e les s, the
access ib le mother is

percep tu al ly alert and respons iv e to her infant most
of the time. An inac ce ss ib le mother ignores her
infant and in this sense she neglects him.
“Neglect” in this context does not neces sa r il y imply
phys ic al neglect. The
neglect is psycho lo gi cal for the most part—although
mothers in inac ce ss ib le
moods may some ti mes show surpris in g lapses in failing
to protect the infant
from danger. There are two major types of women who can be
described as
inac ce ss ib le, ignor in g, and neglect in g. First,
there are mothers who are unaware
of much of the infant’s beha vi or; they do not perceive
his signals and commu
nic a ti ons and there for e cannot respond to them.
Second, there are mothers who
perceive the infant’s signals well enough, but do not
acknow led ge or respond to
them, and hence must be to the infant just as inac ce ss
ib le as if they had been
unaware. Let us first consider mothers who are frequently
imper ce pt iv e and unaware
of their infant’s signals. Two main types have been
observed. The dynam ic s of
the first type seem the more patho lo gical. Such a mother
seems to teeter on the
brink of depres sion and/or frag ment a tion and disin teg
ra tion. She finds the
demands impli cit in the infant’s signals an intol er able
threat to her precari ous
balance. It is neces sary, in order to hold herself
together, to “tune out” the
infant’s signals. The infant may simply be blotted out of

aware ness for long
periods of time. If he cries, she does not hear him; if he
greets her, she does not
see him. If the infant’s signals do break through the
mother’s defens ive barrier,
she tends to fall back on a second line of defense, somehow
remov ing from the
stimuli eman at ing from the infant their signal quality.
The infant is perceived
as making happy sounds rather than crying, or, if he is
perceived as crying, the
mother cannot imagine what the cause might be and, since
she does not know
what to do, she does nothing. Whatever the mech an ism, the
infant’s signal is so
distor ted in the process of recep tion that it loses any
power to impel his mother
to respond. Such a mother rarely attends to the infant as a
consequence of his
beha vi or, however much the infant may clamor for atten
ti on—and often
enough her infant learns the futil it y of trying to break
through such a barrier
and does not clamor. Such a mother tends to attend to her
infant accord in g to
her own program mi ng as though she reminded herself: “Now
is the time to
attend to the infant.” It seems that her care ta k in g
is a response to the thought
of him—to the concept of infant—rather than to her percep
ti on of him and his
signals. When the infant is out of sight, he tends to be
out of mind, except that

the mother can talk about him, discuss her plans for him,
or her policies in
managing him. She may give inform a ti on about him, but
often this is meagre
because she has not observed his beha vi or closely enough
to give much detail.
It is as though her concept of the infant is more real than
the infant as he actu
ally exists. The second major type of mother who is
frequently imper ce pt iv e and
unaware has dynam ic s that seem less perni ci ous than
those of the first, because
the mother is not rendered quite so imper vi ou s to the
infant’s signals and
commu ni c a ti ons. This mother creates a barrier
against the infant’s demands,
but, since she does not back this up by a distor ti on or
percep ti on of his signals,
he can, if he signals intensely enough or persist en tly
enough, break through.
These mothers tend to be some wh at compuls iv e. They
get preoc cu pi ed with
their own activ it ies, whether work or conver sa tions, or
they rumin ate, lost in
their own thoughts and worries. While they are thus preoc
cu pied, the infant
may go unnoticed. Such women are one trackminded, and
find it diffi cult to
switch from one set of activ it ies to another—from house
keep ing to moth er ing,
for example. Sometimes they bolster up their need to be
unin ter rup ted by
arran ging the phys ical envir on ment so that the infant
will not impinge upon

them while they are engaged in some thing else—work,
napping, or adult soci
ab il ity. They may put the infant away in another room,
prefer ably one far
enough away or sound proofed so that they will not be inter
rup ted by him, or
they may arrange to turn him over to someone else—a house
keeper or perhaps
another member of the family. They often seem as inac cess
ible as women who
are more defens ively unaware, but the crit ical differ
ence is that, provided the
infant is within signal range, she is not completely imper
vi ous. Whatever the mother’s reasons for putting the
infant away—whether
reject ing or not—it may be argued that a mother is more or
less ignor ing and
neglect ing under either of the follow ing circum stances:
(a) when the infant is
having a long “nap” while the mother is talking to a
visitor or doing other
things, and the infant is too far away to have any signals
heard and the mother
makes no effort to “check” on him; or (b) when the mother
could be access ible
to the infant (i.e., is at home) but turns her infant over
to a house keeper, another
member of the family, or even to the visitor, and busies
herself with some thing
else, has a nap, or goes out on an unes sen tial errand,
thus making herself inac
cess ible to the infant, and perhaps even making it
impossible for her to be aware

of any signals he might make. Under such circum st ances,
the mother has
arranged matters (either delib er at ely or not) so that
the respons ib il it y for
respond in g to any infant signals falls to someone else.
When such condi ti ons
occur, the rater may shift the overall rating to a point on
the scale some wh at
lower than might be sugges te d by the mother’s beha vi
or when she is with the
infant and is accept in g the respons ib il it y to be
respons iv e. In doing so, the rater
should also take into account qual i fy in g features such
as the mother’s atti tu de
and whether these circum st ances seem to be typical or
out of the ordin ar y. Let us now consider mothers who are
inac ce ss ib le despite being perfectly
well aware of the infant’s signals and inter pr et in g
them correctly. Such a mother
is not merely unre sp ons iv e to the infant and his
signals. She ignores them delib
er at ely—whether through policy, for discip li ne, or
through pique. Sometimes
it may seem incom pr e he ns ib le to the observer that
the mother can note the
infant’s beha vi or, that she can comment upon and
correctly inter pr et the reason
for his fuss, and still continue to ignore him. These woman
do not have
distor te d percep ti on, but somehow they are not suffi
ci ently able to see things
from the infant’s point of view—or perhaps to feel things
from his point of
view—to want to inter ve ne. They are too imper son al

and object iv e; in their
failure to acknow led ge the infant they must seem as inac
ce ss ib le to the infant as
if they did not perceive him. Throughout this discus sion
emphasis has been placed upon the mother’s
failure to perceive and/or to be respons ive to the
infant’s signals. Inaccessibility
is most obvious when the infant is, in fact, signal ing,
and the mother does not
respond. There are, however, babies who make few
demands—perhaps because
they have become accus tomed to being ignored. The relat
ive lack of frequency,
intens ity, or persist ence of signal ing beha vior on the
part of the infant may
make it all the easier for his mother to ignore him, but
the rater should not be
misled into over rating the mother’s access ib il ity on
this account. If she can go
for long periods without seeming to notice the infant or to
acknow ledge him
she is a candid ate for a low rating regard less of whether
or not the infant is
making obvious demands. In summary, an access ible mother
is aware of her infant and of his beha vior
most of the time and usually acknow ledges his pres ence,
his signals and his
commu nic a tions. A mother is judged to be inac cess ible
if she frequently or
perhaps for prolonged periods does not acknow ledge the
infant or respond to
him—whether she is aware of his beha vior or not, and,
indeed, whether she is

in the same room or not. This scale does not take into
account the quality of care that the mother
gives the infant or the quality of her inter ac tion with
him. Some mothers are
constantly aware of the infant and respons ive to his
signals, and yet they respond
inap pro pri ately or even sadist ic ally. It is the bare
fact of the mother’s acknow
ledge ment of his real pres ence that is import ant on this
scale—not the quality
of her response to him. Note: This vari ab le is similar
to Scale MC 1 o f the first qu arter rating
scale—mother’s accessibility to the infant. The previ ou s
scale was, however,
concerned with the issue of the limited avail ab il it y
of the part ti me mother.
This present scale is concerned only with the mother’s
access ib il it y when she is
at home. The working mother will, there for e, be rated
only on the basis of her
beha vi or when she returns home from work.
The Accessibility vs. Ignoring and Neglecting Scale
9. Highly access ible. M arranges things so that she can be
access ible to B and
B to her. She keeps him close enough so that she can be
aware of his states,
signals, and activ it ies. She is very alert to his where
abouts and doings. Even
when he is napping in his room she has a select ive filter
tuned in to any sounds
he might make. She is capable of distrib ut ing her atten
tion between B and other
people and things, and is rarely so preoc cu pied that she

is unaware of B and
unre spons ive to what he is doing. She rarely, if ever,
ignores any active approach
or demand of B’s, even though she may not do what he seems
to want her to do.
She does not even pretend to ignore him, but rather acknow
ledges his pres ence
and his over tures or demands in some way. She rarely, if
ever, enters a room
without giving B some acknow ledge ment that she is aware
of him. 7. Usually access ib le. M is usually access ib
le psycho lo gi c al ly. There may
be brief periods during which other demands and other activ
it ie s may prevent
her from being aware of B and what he is doing, but most
usually her atten ti on
is “tuned in” to him. She is not as smooth about divid in
g her atten ti on between
compet in g demands as are women with higher ratings, but
rather tends to
altern at e. Nevertheless, she can fairly easily switch
her atten ti on to B. She may
some ti mes be preoc cu pi ed enough with her own activ
it ie s—includ in g activ
it ie s concerned with B’s care—that she fails to acknow
led ge B, perhaps going
in and out of the room without seeming to see B’s interest
in her pres enc e. For
the most part, however, she acknow led ges B when she
enters a room, espe ci ally
if they have been apart for more than a few moments.
(Mothers may be given
this rating also if they habitu ally and delib er ately
ignore B under one set of

circum stances—for example, ignor ing any crying B may do
when he is put
down for a nap—and yet are highly access ible at most other
times.) 5. Inconsistently access ible. M is incon sist ent
in her access ib il ity to B.
Fairly long periods of close atten tion altern ate with
periods of seeming
obli vi ous ness to B, during which M is occu pied with
other things despite B’s
pres ence and perhaps even despite his attempts to catch
her atten tion. The inac
cess ib il ity of some mothers may be quite unpre dict able
because of a tend ency
to become easily preoc cu pied with their own activ it ies
and thoughts; other
mothers may regu larly and routinely plan prolonged periods
of unavail ab il ity,
such as during those hours when they do their house hold
chores. During these
planned or unplanned periods, M may ignore B when she
enters a room, even
after a consid er ab le absence, being concerned with
other things. She may
become so caught up in a conver sa ti on, activ it y, or
thought that she seem in gly
forgets about B and ignores what he is doing—respond in g
neither to his atten
tion ge tting beha vi or, nor to danger ou s or
“naughty” beha vi or which ordin
ar il y would evoke an inter ve n ti on. Nevertheless,
this mother is more often
access ib le than inac ce ss ib le, and during her
periods of access ib il it y, she is highly

respons iv e to B. 3. Often inac ce ss ib le, ignor in
g, or neglect in g. M occa si on al ly seems
respons iv e to B’s beha vi or and to the signals impli
ci t in it, but she is more
frequently inac ce ss ib le than access ib le to him.
She may be too preoc cu pi ed
with her own thoughts or activ it ie s to notice him, or
she may notice and
correctly inter pr et his signals without being moved to
acknow led ge them. She
typic al ly enters and leaves the room without acknow led
ging B or his signals,
whether they are conspicu ou s, subtle, or muted. Although
she frequently
ignores him, she is not entirely obli vi ou s. If B
signals strongly enough or
persist en tly enough, M may respond to him—and in this
she differs from
mothers with even lower ratings. On the other hand, if the
infant is an
undemand in g infant, and tends not to signal frequently
or strongly, the mother’s
access ib il it y must be judged in accord anc e with the
extent to which she does
acknow led ge him, whether he demands it or not. The
mother with this
rating—and also and even to a greater extent mothers with
lower ratings—
tends to give B atten tion with her own program ming rather
than in accord ance
with his, although she may give him intense atten tion on
the occa sions when
she decides to attend to him at all. 1. Highly inac cess
ible, ignor ing or neglect ing. M is so preoc cu pied

with her own thoughts and activ it ies for most of the time
that she simply does
not notice B. She enters the room without even looking at
him, let alone
acknow ledging him; his smiles are not returned. When B is
else where she
seems to forget his exist ence. B’s sounds do not seem to
filter through to her.
She may talk about B, but it seems that the infant as
concep tu al ized is more real
than the infant upstairs crying, or the infant across the
room who may be
rocking, or playing, or even actively demand ing her atten
tion. This mother
only responds to B when she delib er ately turns her atten
tion to do some thing
to or for B—making a project of it. In fact, M rarely
“responds” to B in the
sense of giving care and social atten tion contin gent upon
B’s beha vior. Rather,
M is often so completely unaware of B’s signals that her
inter ven tions are char
ac ter ist ic ally at her own whim and conveni ence.
Scale 4: Acceptance vs. Rejection of the Infant’s Needs
This scale deals with the balance between the mother’s
posit ive and negat ive
feel ings about her infant—about having an infant and about
this partic u lar
one—and with the extent to which she has been able to integ
rate these
conflict ing feel ings or to resolve the conflict. At the
posit ive pole, there is love

and accept anc e over rid ing frus tr a ti ons, irrit
a ti ons, and limit a ti ons—or perhaps
more accur at ely, encom pa ssing and defus in g the
negat iv e feel in gs. At the
negat iv e pole, anger, resent me nt, hurt, or irrit a
ti on conflict conspicu ou sly with
and limit posit iv e feel in gs and result in more or
less overt rejec ti on of the
infant. It is assumed that the arrival of an infant poses a
poten ti ally ambi va l en t
situ at ion—and that for all mothers there are posit iv e
and negat iv e aspects.
Among the negat iv e aspects is the fact that the new
infant impinges on and
limits the mother’s own autonomy and inter fe res with
other activ it ie s which
are import an t to her in one way or another. Furthermore,
there are inev it ab le
irrit a ti ons and frus tr a ti ons in inter ac t in g
with this partic u la r infant from day to
day. Among the posit iv e aspects is the undeni ab le
appeal an infant makes to his
mother—evoking tender ne ss, protect iv e ne ss, and
other posit iv e reac ti ons. It is assumed that there
are posit iv e and negat iv e elements in all mother–
infant rela ti on sh ips. We are concerned with how the
mother, given her present
life situ at ion, has been able to balance them. It is
assumed that at the desir ab le,
accept in g, posit iv e end of this continuum negat iv e
compon en ts are not so much
absent as somehow subsumed within the context of the posit
iv e rela ti on sh ip. It
is also assumed that at the undesir ab le, reject in g,

“negat iv e” end of this
continuum posit iv e compon en ts are not so much lacking
as they are not integ
rated with the negat iv e, reject in g compon en ts, so
that there is an altern a ti on
between tender ne ss, nurtur anc e, and delight on the
one hand, and anger,
resent me nt, irrit a ti on, hurt, and rejec ti on on
the other, without any adequate
meshing of the two together. There is a good and lovable
infant and a bad and
infuri at in g infant, but the real infant as he actu al
ly exists is somehow lost
between the two. The assess me nt of the balance between
posit iv e and negat iv e is not easy. The
social norm is that mothers love their babies and do not
reject them. The angry,
reject in g, negat iv e compon en ts of the mother’s
rela ti ons with the infant tend,
there for e, to be suppressed or repressed. The posit iv
e compon en ts are, of course,
more accept ab le, and the mother usually feels free to
express posit iv e feel in gs
openly. She may even feel impelled to put on a show of
affec tion in excess of
her real feel ings. To complic ate things further an infant
has much appeal even
to an essen tially reject ing mother, and she may be
genuine in her posit ive
expres sions while trying to hide (perhaps even from
herself ) her negat ive feel
ings. Finally, it is acknow ledged to be healthy for a
person—even a mother—to

give vent to angry feel ings rather than trying to submerge
them, with the
consequence that they may simmer for long periods of time
during which they
color the tone of beha vior and inter fere with posit ive
feel ings. Momentary
outbursts of anger or irrit a tion must not be given undue
weight if they are
embed ded in an other wise clearly posit ive, warm, loving
rela tion ship. On the
other hand, the rater must be alert to signs of submerged
resent ment in the case
of the woman who finds it very diffi cult to acknow ledge
anger, and must give
them due weight. Some mothers clearly have posit iv e feel
in gs upper mo st; they express them
frequently and spon ta n eo usly and without any appar
en t striv in g to play a loving
role, to make a good impres si on, or even to be kind to
the infant. They acknow
ledge the infant’s explor at or y interests, and do not
feel hurt when they lead him
away from her. They sense and respect the infant’s budding
desire for autonomy
and mastery and under st and his anger when he is frus tr
ated; there for e, they do
not view early conflicts of interests as struggles for
power in which they must
be aggress iv e or else be over wh elmed. These are women
whose love–hate
impulses are well enough integ ra ted that they can feel
almost wholly posit iv e
toward their babies without danger of repressed hostil it
y. Such a mother,

perhaps because she is able to empath iz e with the
infant, does not inter pr et
instances of disrupt iv e, annoy in g beha vi or as an
indic a ti on of a poten ti al char
ac te r defect in the infant which must be “nipped in the
bud.” Although some
times the infant may seem clearly angry at her, she inter
pr ets neither such
epis od es, nor epis od es of more diffusely unco op er
at iv e or annoy in g beha vi or,
as adequate reason for her to feel hurt or to insti tut e
retali at iv e meas ur es. She
may feel a brief surge of annoy anc e, but she does not
consider the infant himself
as a suit ab le target on which to focus her anger. She
may acknow led ge his
anger. She may openly express her own exas pe r a ti ons.
She may discour ag e the
beha vi or in ques ti on. She may deal with her own
moment ar y irrit ab il it y by
some means which gives her a chance to “cool off” before
resum ing her inter
ac tion with the infant. But she does not harbor resent
ment or hurt, and because
she does not “take it out” on the infant, he is unlikely to
feel rejec ted, espe cially
if moment ary irrit a tion or beha vior direc ted disap
proval is embed ded in
general warm accept ance. Some outwardly accept ing mothers
are more reject ing than those, described
above, who can give brief, healthy, situ ation specific
vent to annoy ance. The
pseudo accept ing mothers comply with the infant’s

demands, but in a way
which is in itself inap pro pri ate. They comply masochist
ic ally, and in a pseudo
patient, long suffer ing way, and usually under neath this
type of compli ance lies
much repressed aggres sion—which is usually deep seated
and of long stand ing,
and which has little to do with the infant except as his
beha vior may serve to
activ ate this repressed aggres sion and threaten the
defenses against it. Such a
mother cannot give healthy vent to the anger occa sioned by
the infant’s beha
vior. She smoth ers it, and tries to be patient. Her very
defenses against express ing
her anger make it impossible for her to be truly respons
ive to the infant, and
hence he tends to find her compli ance unsat is fy ing.
Both this and the often
inap pro pri ate outbursts of irrit a tion which inev it
ably break through the
defenses add up to rejec tion. Clear cut, overt rejec tion
is unmis tak able. Some highly reject ing mothers
are quite open in their rejec tion. Such a mother may say
that she wishes that the
child had never been born, or she may be less open but
never the less say what a
nuis ance he is and how he inter feres with her life. Or,
she may complain more
specific al ly, point in g out the infant’s defects and
short co m in gs, and dwell in g
on her prob lem s with him. To be sure, to talk with the
observer about concerns

and prob lem s does not neces sa r il y imply substan
ti al rejec ti on, but to emphas iz e
these constantly rather than the infant’s good points and
the pleas ur e he yields
suggests at least an under cu r re nt of rejec ti on.
(In fact, it is well known that
damaged or handi ca pped babies, who obvi ou sly present
more prob lem s than
“normal” babies do, tend also to activ at e more rejec ti
on in their mothers.
Therefore, whether or not the “problem” has an adequate
real is tic basis is irrel
ev an t for our purposes.) Another way in which a mother
may voice reject in g
atti tu des, without actu al ly saying that she rejects
the infant, is to say, often in a
heavy ha nded “joking” manner, all sorts of uncom pli me
nt ar y things to the
infant while she in inter ac t in g with him—“stink po
t,” “fatso,” “stupe,” and
the like—or to comment to the observer, in an appar en tly
“object iv e” way
that this is an ugly infant, uglier than its siblings, or
that it has a flat head,
protrud in g teeth, or a nasty temper ( just like his
father’s) and the like. (Such
uncom pli me nt ar y remarks should be distin gu
ished—although this is some
times diffi cu lt—from “tough” comments made by an essen
ti ally accept in g
mother to disguise from the world just how crazy she is
about this infant.) Rejection is of course expressed in
beha vi or as well as verbally. When it is
overt, it is unmis ta k ab le. The highly reject in g

mother may show her rejec ti on
by constantly oppos ing the infant’s wishes, by a gener
ally pervas ive atmo sphere
of irrit a tion or scold ing, by jerking him about with
ill concealed anger, and by
joining battle with him whenever he seems to chal lenge her
power. Less
obvious—and perhaps less highly reject ing—is chronic impa
tience, or a
punit ive or retali at ory putting of the infant away or
delib er ately ignor ing his
over tures, as though the mother were trying to say to the
infant: “You snubbed
me, didn’t do what I wanted you to do, rejec ted my over
tures, and now I will
‘show you’!” Teasing is some times a less obvious way of
express ing negat ive
feeling compon ents. Even when the infant responds posit
ively to teasing, there
seems to be some negat ive aggress ive compon ent in the
teaser’s beha vior—and
in extremes teasing is obvi ously sadistic, even though the
sadism may be veiled
by seeming warmth and good humor. This scale is related to
the first quarter scale (A3) Acceptance vs. Rejection—
which dealt with the mother’s accept ance–rejec tion in
terms of the degree to
which the infant is felt to inter fere with her own
autonomy. This emphasis
seemed appro pri ate during the first three months when the
chief issue of accept
ance seemed to be one of the mother’s autonomy. In the
latter part of the first

year, however, the infant has emerged as more of a person
in the mother’s
eyes—a person who can be some times entran cing or appeal
ing, and some times
irrit at ing and even infuri at ing. The present scale
there fore focuses chiefly on
the balance between posit ive and negat ive feel ings.
Nevertheless, the previ ous
issue of the mother’s accept ance or resent ment of the
degree to which the infant
infringes on her own autonomy is still relev ant and will
be taken into consid
er a ti on. The chief diffi cu lty in rating is expec te
d to occur in trying to distin gu ish
rejec ti on as defined by this scale from ignor in g and
neglect in g, which is dealt
with in another scale. The rater is referred to the discus
si on of this point in the
intro duc ti on to the other scale. A rule of thumb was
sugges te d. If the infant is
in the same room with his mother, and if it is clear that
her ignor in g of his
signals is delib er at e, then the instance in ques ti on
will be considered rejec
tion—espe ci ally if there is evid enc e that the mother
is motiv at ed by an angry
or “hurt” desire to punish or to retali at e. (Similarly,
the mother who arbit ra r il y
puts the infant away—for a nap or gives him to someone
else—will be
considered reject in g, espe ci ally if there is evid
enc e that she is irrit at ed by his
beha vi or or tired of him.) It is assumed that somehow
the infant can perceive

rejec ti on under these circum st ances. If, however, the
infant is in another
room—as, for example, when he is crying when put down for a
nap or waking
from a nap—the mother’s failure to respond will be
considered ignor in g. It is emphas iz ed that this is
only a rule of thumb. Ignoring in the sense of
being obli vi ou s to the infant and failing to perceive
his signals may be a special
case of rejec ti on, and may have similar motiv a ti on,
although the implic a ti on is
that the negat iv e compon en t is more completely
repressed than in rejec ti on.
Indeed some mothers may be both reject in g and ignor in
g, altern at in g more or
less overt reject ing with the covert rejec tion impli cit
in ignor ing. It never the
less seems worth while to distin guish these two vari ables
because it seems likely
that babies respond differ en tially to the two patterns of
beha vior, and that
certain patterns of infant beha vior may be asso ci ated
with relat ively overt rejec
tion in which the angry compon ent can be more clearly
sensed, than with the
covert rejec tion impli cit in ignor ing. Furthermore, the
posit ive ends of the two
scales—access ib il ity and accept ance—may be distin
guished. Some mothers are
access ible in the sense of being clearly aware of the
infant and yet behave in a
reject ing way. Other mothers may be on balance posit ive
in their feel ings, and

hence fairly accept ing, and yet may become involved in
other activ it ies to the
extent that their access ib il ity is fairly frequently low.
The Acceptance vs. Rejection of Infant’s Needs Scale
9. Highly accept ing. M is highly accept ing of B and his
beha vior, even of
beha vi ors which other mothers find hurtful or irrit at
ing. She values the fact
that infant has a will of his own, even when it opposes
hers. She is pleased to
observe his interest in other people or in explor ing the
world, even though this
may on occa sion lead him to ignore her over tures. She
even finds his anger
worthy of respect. She can, on rare occa sions, be irrit
ated or frus trated by B’s
beha vior, but this tends to be brief—soon over and done
with—and it does not
occur to her to feel that B himself is a worthy target upon
which to focus her
anger. She not only loves B, but she respects him as an
indi vidual. At the same
time she accepts the respons ib il it y for caring for
him, and does not chafe against
the bonds which tie her down tempor ar il y and which
restrict her from activ
it ie s in which she would other wi se enjoy parti ci p
at in g. 7. Accepting. The balance of feeling is still
clearly toward the posit iv e, and
accept in g, loving side, and irrit a ti on and resent
me nt are infre qu ent in compar
ison. This mother does not show as much respect for the
infant as a separ at e,

autonom ou s person as do mothers with higher ratings, and
she may not show
as much obvious accept anc e of the fact that he has a
will of his own, that he is
often inter es ted in other people and things, and that he
can get angry. She is
gener al ly patient with B, and her patience seems a
matter of genuine accept anc e
of his demands and inef fi ci en ci es rather than over
co mpli an t, long su ffer in g,
pseudo pa tience. She seems to suppress (or repress)
relat iv ely little of her feel
ings toward B, perhaps chiefly because there is relat iv
ely little under cu r re nt of
negat iv e feel in gs, espe ci ally toward him.
Moreover, she gener al ly accepts the
limit a ti ons to her own autonomy presen te d by B and
her care of him. 5. Ambivalent. M seems chiefly posit iv e
in her feel in gs toward B, and on
occa si on she obvi ou sly enjoys him; never th e les
s, resent me nt or hurt may break
through in inap pr o pr i at e ways. The inap pr o pr
i at e ne ss is largely a matter of M
taking some beha vi or of the infant’s—angry, frus tr
ated beha vi or, or asser ti on of
will, or moment ar y pref er enc e for other people or
things—as a deep se ated
mother direc ted hostil ity, oppos i tion or rejec tion,
and this leads her to retali ate
with beha vior that is essen tially reject ing beha vior.
Or, M may be some what
impa tient and irrit able with the infant at times, reject
ing him when he ceases
to be compli ant or endear ing, and yet there is enough

posit ive inter ac tion to
preclude a lower rating. Or, M may point out either
frequently or inac cur ately
that B rejects her, in that he seems to prefer someone else
or will not come to
her readily; her dwell ing upon beha vior that she inter
prets as rejec tion seems
likely to imply an under cur rent of reject ing B. Or, M
may tease B when he is
upset, angry, or other wise diffi cult—and the teasing, of
course, aggrav ates the
diffi culty. For a rating of “5” the expres sions of negat
ive feeling must not be
pre domin ant over posit ive, mutu ally enjoy able inter
ac tion, whatever the
assess ment of under ly ing dynam ics; if they are, the
rating should be lower. 3. Substantially reject ing. M’s
negat ive responses, veiled or open, are
frequent enough to outweigh expres sions of posit ive feel
ings toward B—
although she is neither as openly nor as strongly reject
ing as women with lower
ratings. Ways in which her anger or resent ment toward B
may be expressed are
as follows: (a) by putting him away from her when he does
not do what she
wants—or by delib er ately ignor ing him as a retali
ation—and this is not merely
a matter of insens it iv ity but a clear rejec tion of him;
(b) by dwell ing in conver
sa tion on B’s bad points and the prob lems he occa sions
rather than upon his
good points, accom plish ments, and the pleas ure he
yields; (c) by saying crit ical,

uncom pli ment ary, nasty things to and about B in his pres
ence even though
these are “joking” (although it is diffi cult, these should
be distin guished from
“tough” comments designed to conceal strong posit iv e
feel in gs); (d) by a veiled
irrit a ti on with B which under li es a long su ffer
in g, pseudo pa tient compli anc e
to his demands (which are perfunc to ry compli anc es and
hence not satis fy in g),
and which occa si on al ly becomes overt in impa ti ent,
reject in g beha vi or;
(e) marked impa ti ence; (f ) a sadistic under cu r re
nt which is largely concealed
but which comes out in little ways. Also, here, one might
clas si fy the mother
who shows hurt, retali at or y beha vi or more frequently
or more strongly than
the “5” or “4” mother. 1. Highly reject in g. M is clearly
reject in g of B and her posit iv e feel in gs
toward him are frequently over wh elmed by her resent fu
l, angry, reject in g feel
ings. This may be mani fe st in any one or a combin a ti
on of differ en t ways. She
may openly voice an atti tu de of rejec ti on, saying
that she is sorry that she ever
had him. Or, she may some wh at less openly voice her
rejec ti on by imply in g
that he is a great nuis anc e, and that he inter fe res
substan ti ally in her life and
with what she would like to be able to do. Or, she may
complain about B more
specific al ly, point in g out his defects and short co

m in gs. Even though she may
refrain from verb al iz in g her rejec ti on of B, she
may mani fe st it by a constant
oppos i ti on to his wishes, by a gener al ly pervas iv
e atmo sp here of irrit a ti on and
scold in g, by jerking him about with ill conc ealed
anger, and by joining battle
with him whenever he seems to chal len ge her power. There
may be posit iv e
aspects in her rela tion ship with B which suggest that she
can enjoy B, but these
are rare and isol ated in their mani fest a tions. Note:
Difficulties have been encountered in rating highly defen
ded mothers
who seem bland or emotion ally detached, and who give evid
ence neither of
posit ive accept ance as defined by scale points “9” and
“7” nor of the hostile
compon ents of feel ings or beha vior as specified by the
other scale points. It
seems best to rate such women “5,” despite the fact that
they do not show the
expres sions of negat ive feeling specified in the defin i
tion of that scale point. It
is under stood that the inter me di ate points “4” or “6”
may also be used,
depend ing upon the tend ency for either negat ive or posit
ive feel ings to break
through the gener ally emotion less facade. It is further
under stood that there
may be enough veiled rejec tion in a seem ingly “matter of
fact,” emotion less
mother to justify a rating of “3” as the rating point is
presently defined.
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